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I

Summary

Local adaptation is one of the main driving forces of species evolution underlying

expansion and colonization of new habitats. Understanding the genetic bases of

these adaptive processes is crucial to predict a species’ evolutionary potential. The

wild tomato species Solanum chilense (S. chilense) is found in habitats from sea level

up to 3500 m of altitude surrounding the Atacama desert at the southern edge of the

entire tomato clade distribution range. S. chilense populations are challenged by

multiple environmental stresses, such as drought, salt and low temperature across

the different populations. This species is thus an ideal model for the discovery of

mechanisms underpinning genomic adaptation. This thesis explores the genetic basis

of polygenic adaptation to changing climatic conditions using whole genome as well

as comparative transcriptomic data. The main results are as follows.

First, we infer the past demographic history of the species, and search for genes

under strong positive selection. We then correlate the demographic history, allele

frequencies in space and time, the age of selection events and the reconstructed

historical ecological distribution of the species over five main climatic periods

spanning 150,000 years. We find evidence for several selective sweeps targeting

regulatory networks involved in root hair development in low altitude, and response to

photoperiod and vernalization in high altitude populations. These sweeps occur in a

concerted fashion in a given regulatory gene network and only at particular time

periods, thereby underpinning temporal local adaptation. These genes under positive

selection provide subsequently the basis for spatial local adaptation to novel habitats

when new ecological niches become available. Second, we identified two conserved

networks related to the cell cycle and fundamental metabolic processes responding to

drought stress, respectively. These drought-responsive genes mainly originated

between the early to middle stages of the tree of life, some genes evolved during the

evolution of early flowering plants. Furthermore, few genes are specific to S. chilense,
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and represent recent evolution and adaptation to drought stress in this species.

Most genes underlying transcriptomic response to drought appear evolutionary

younger and more variable in their expresison than genes of the transcriptome under

non-stress conditions. The network related to metabolic response shows a younger

evolutionary age and a stronger gene family expansion than the cell-cycle response

network. Stronger positive selection at metabolic genes indicates the rewiring of this

network in S. chilense and a higher evolutionary potential compared to other more

conserved drought stress gene networks.

Our results provide an insight into polygenic adaptation to changing

environmental conditions by combining genomic and transcriptomic evolutionary

analyses in the wild tomato S. chilense. The results of this thesis are a first step to

reveal the underlying genetic mechanisms underlying adaptation to arid habitats in

plants.
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Zusammenfassung

Die lokale Anpassung ist eine der wichtigsten Triebkräfte der Evolution von Arten, die

der Ausbreitung und Besiedlung neuer Lebensräume zugrunde liegt. Das Verständnis

der genetischen Grundlagen dieser Anpassungsprozesse ist entscheidend für die

Vorhersage des evolutionären Potenzials einer Art. Die wilde Tomatenart Solanum

chilense (S. chilense) kommt in Lebensräumen von einer Höhe bis zu 3500 m rund

um die Atacama-Wüste am südlichen Rand des gesamten Verbreitungsgebiets dieser

Tomatenklade vor. Die Populationen von S. chilense werden durch verschiedene

Umweltstressfaktoren wie Trockenheit, Salz und niedrige Temperaturen in den

verschiedenen Populationen herausgefordert. Diese Art ist daher ein ideales Modell

für die Entdeckung von Mechanismen, die der genomischen Anpassung zugrunde

liegen. In dieser Arbeit werden die genetischen Grundlagen der polygenen

Anpassung an sich ändernde klimatische Bedingungen anhand von Daten des

Genoms und aus der Transkriptomik untersucht. Die wichtigsten Ergebnisse sind wie

folgt:

Zunächst schließen wir auf die vergangene demografische Geschichte der Art

und suchen nach Genen, die einer starken positiven Selektion unterliegen.

Anschließend setzen wir die demografische Geschichte, die Allelhäufigkeiten in

Raum und Zeit, das Alter der Selektionsereignisse und die rekonstruierte historische

ökologische Verteilung der Art über fünf Hauptklimaperioden, die sich über 150.000

Jahre erstrecken, in Beziehung. Wir finden Belege für mehrere Selektionsvorgänge,

die sich auf regulatorische Netzwerke auswirken, welche an der Entwicklung der

Wurzelhaare in niedrigen Höhenlagen-Populationen und an der Reaktion auf

Photoperiode und Vernalisation in hoch gelegenen Populationen beteiligt sind. Diese

Selektionsvorgänge treten in einem bestimmten regulatorischen Gennetzwerk und

nur in bestimmten Zeiträumen auf, wodurch die zeitliche lokale Anpassung unterstützt

wird. Diese Gene, die einer positiven Selektion unterliegen, bilden anschließend die
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Grundlage für die räumliche lokale Anpassung an neue Lebensräume, wenn

neue ökologische Nischen verfügbar werden. Zweitens haben wir zwei konservierte

Netzwerke identifiziert, die mit dem Zellzyklus bzw. mit grundlegenden

Stoffwechselprozessen zusammenhängen, die auf Trockenstress reagieren. Diese

Gene, die auf Trockenheit reagieren, entstanden hauptsächlich in den frühen bis

mittleren Stadien der Phylogenie, andere Gene entwickelten sich während der

Evolution der frühen blühenden Pflanzen. Darüber hinaus sind nur wenige Gene

spezifisch für S. chilense und stehen für die jüngste Evolution und Anpassung an

Trockenstress bei dieser Art. Die meisten Gene, die der transkriptomischen Reaktion

auf Trockenheit zugrunde liegen, scheinen evolutionär jünger und in ihrer Ausprägung

variabler zu sein als die Gene des Transkriptoms unter Nicht-Stressbedingungen.

Das Netzwerk, das mit der Stoffwechselreaktion zusammenhängt, zeigt ein jüngeres

evolutionäres Alter und eine stärkere Erweiterung der Genfamilien als das Netzwerk

der Zellzyklusreaktion. Eine stärkere positive Selektion bei den Stoffwechselgenen

deutet auf eine Neuverknüpfung dieses Netzwerks in S. chilense und ein höheres

evolutionäres Potenzial im Vergleich zu anderen, eher konservierten Gennetzwerken

bei Trockenstress hin.

Unsere Ergebnisse geben einen Einblick in die polygene Anpassung an

veränderte Umweltbedingungen durch die Kombination von genomischen und

transkriptomischen Evolutionsanalysen in der Wildtomate S. chilense. Die Ergebnisse

dieser Arbeit sind ein erster Schritt zur Aufdeckung der zugrunde liegenden

genetischen Mechanismen, die der Anpassung an trockene Lebensräume bei

Pflanzen zugrunde liegen.
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1.1 Adaptive evolution

Adaptation is the most basic ability required by organisms to survive and thrive in an

environment which is diverse in space and variable in time. Adaptive evolution

underlies the formation, expansion and contraction of species and colonization of new

habitats. Since Darwin, the mechanism of adaptive evolution has been a core

scientific problem of evolutionary biology. In the early studies, biologists mainly study

adaptation of organisms to the environment via changes in traits, including

morphological and physiological adaptations. With the development of molecular

markers and sequencing technologies, especially next-generation sequencing (NGS)

technology, researchers are allowed to investigate how natural populations and

communities respond to novel environments and to obtain in-depth insights about

local adaptation and demographic history directly at the molecular level. It is possible

to examine the genetic structure of the whole genome in organisms with high mapping

accuracy and resolution, which greatly improves the working efficiency and provides

wider and deeper insights. A clade of interest for evolutionary genomics studies is the

tomato (Solanum) clade which contains many species found originally in various

habitats in South and Central-America. Moreover, the complete genomes of cultivated

tomato species (Solanum lycopersicum) and few wild tomato species (Solanum

lycopersicoides, Solanum pennellii and Solanum pimpinellifolium) have been

assembled [1-4]. These basic resources are now essential beneficial for the

breakthrough to understanding tomato genetics and genetics of adaptation in order to

improve the development of new breeds of cultivated tomato.

1.1.1 Genomic adaptation

Natural selection is the process through which populations of living organisms adapt

and change to the changes of the environment. [5, 6]. It is one of the main forces

driving evolution when species expand their range of habitat and colonize novel

habitats [7]. Individuals are naturally variable in a population of species, meaning that
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they are always different at the genetic and possibly phenotypic levels. In a neutral

setting, this variation has no influence on the fitness of the individuals. Regarding

natural selection, this means that some individuals with variation show traits better

suited to the external environment than others without this variation [7, 8]. These

adaptive traits in some individuals give them some advantages to survive and

reproduce to novel habitats. These individuals are more likely to pass the adaptive

traits on to their offspring. Over time, these advantageous traits become more

common in the population (up to reach fixation) [5]. Through this process of natural

selection, favorable traits are transmitted and fixed through generations. Over long

period of time, natural selection will also lead to population divergence and speciation,

whereby one species gives rise to one or several new and distinctly different species

with specific adaptations to novel habitats. This process is a key determinant

explaining the diversity of life on Earth [9].

Mutations are changes in the site and structure of the DNA, the molecule in

which genes are encoded as well as their regulation. The mutation of genes is an

important genetic and evolutionary source within a population, as genes and coding

regions underlie the proteome and metabolome of each cell/organ/organism [10, 11].

Mutations can occur randomly for example, when cell replications make an or several

errors while copying DNA, or be induced as a result of exposure to some stresses in

the environment (harmful chemicals, radiation or extreme climatic conditions).

Mutations can be deleterious (harmful to the fitness), neutral, or advantageous

(helpful increasing fitness). Therefore, natural selection is one of the basic processes

(force) of evolution, along with mutation, migration, and genetic drift [12-14].

In population genetics, natural selection mainly includes three different

processes, which cause a change in allele frequency. Positive selection is the process

by which new advantageous genetic variants sweep through a population and the

main mechanism that Darwin envisioned as giving rise to evolution [15, 16]. Negative

selection (also purifying selection) will eliminate deleterious mutations in the
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population [17]. Balancing selection occurs when multiple alleles are maintained in a

population, which can result in their preservation over long evolutionary periods [18].

A characteristic signature of this long-term balancing selection is an excess number of

intermediate frequency polymorphisms near the balanced variant.

In this thesis, we focus on genomic adaptation driven by positive selection.

Positive Darwinian selection is a key process driving macro and micro-evolution and

underlying local adaptation when species expand their range and colonize novel

habitats. Local adaptation encompasses thus the spatial component of adaptation to

a new habitat, but also a temporal component when climatic/abiotic conditions vary in

time after colonization [19]. The latter is understood here at the scale of hundreds up

to thousands of years during which climatic conditions are changing due to

glacial/inter-glacial periods or medium to long-term changes in abiotic and biotic

environmental conditions (the so-called moving environmental optimum). Population

genetics theory investigates the characteristics and polymorphism footprints of local

adaptation while separating the two processes: spatial adaptation to a local optimum

based on Fisher’s geometric model of adaptation [20] and temporal adaptation to a

moving optimum [19, 21, 22]. Under both models and large enough population sizes,

it is typically expected that bigger steps of adaptation occur first at sites with strong

selective coefficients, possibly generating selective sweeps [20-22]. Selective sweeps

are polymorphism patterns (footprints) in the genome due to the rapid fixation of

advantageous alleles and the associated hitchhiking effect [23, 24]. However, there is

so far no complete theory investigating the more realistic scenario combining both

local spatial adaptation to newly colonized habitats and further temporal adaptation to

temporally variable climatic conditions and the expected patterns of selection.

We identify therefore a number of unanswered theoretical and empirical

questions regarding the joint effect of spatial and temporal local adaptation.

How many genes underlie adaptation to new habitats and/or changing habitat in time?
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How many genes underpinning temporal or spatial adaptation show strong selection

(selective sweeps)?

Are the same genes involved in both adaptive processes?

Do these genes belong to one or few gene pathways/regulatory networks?

What is the timing of adaptation and can selection at a given gene be linked to past

changes in climatic conditions?

This lack of knowledge regarding the underpinnings of local adaptation represents a

major bottleneck to predict/assess the species potential for adaptability and resilience

in the face of the current global climatic change. Indeed, despite numerous studies

highlighting genes or even SNPs underlying spatial climatic adaptation [25], future

predictions of the strength of selection and change in allele frequencies in response to

the predicted climate change trends remain fairly speculative.

To date, numerous studies uncovering the genetic bases of spatial adaptation

have been conducted in few model organisms such as humans, invertebrates

(Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster) or plants (Arabidopsis spp.,

Arabis sp., Capsella spp.). Using genome scan methods based on the selective

sweep/hitchhiking model [23, 24], Genome Wide Association studies (GWAs) and

functional studies, the crucial role of changes in genes/proteins (coding regions)

and/or gene expression and the relevant gene network/pathways has been

investigated [26, 27]. Interestingly, most model study systems exhibit spatial local

adaptation due to recent selective sweeps being dated less than 25,000 years old

[28-30] which are associated with strong bottlenecks during colonization events (e.g.

colonization of Europe in humans and Drosophila) or due to recent recolonization

after glacial period, bottlenecks in glacial refugia and selfing (in Arabidopsis thaliana,

Capsella sp. and Arabis sp.). The observation of recent sweeps, and lack of older

selection events, is explained by the lack of power to detect loci under strong positive

local and temporal selection due to three factors. First, there is a confounding effect of

past demographic history of the populations [31] especially under strong bottlenecks

often characterizing the colonization of new habitats [32]. Disentangling the two types
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of signatures, neutral demography and selection, is possible by inferring the past

demography over the whole genome and search for outlier portions of the genome

under selection. However, under strong demographic bottlenecks, it is difficult to

carefully control the statistical rate of false positive sweeps and sweep signatures

pre-dating the bottleneck are blurred [28, 30, 31]. Second, strong selection at few

genes is only the tip of the iceberg, as adaptation likely occurs for traits, which are

polygenic with selection acting over many genes. Different number of major genes

with selective sweeps signatures can be observed depending on the distribution of

selection coefficients, the efficiency of selection (a function of effective population size

and recombination rate), the architecture of the traits, place of genes in gene

networks/pathways, and gene pleiotropy [33, 34]. While theoretical predictions exist, a

general understanding of the genetic architecture of local adaptation is still missing

[33]. Third, under temporal and polygenic selection model, strong selection can only

occur if population sizes are large enough [31, 33]. Furthermore, theory predicts that

selective sweeps can be observed and detected reliably only for ca. 0.1Ne

generations after selection, where Ne is the effective population size [24]. As a result,

in species undergoing habitat range expansion with strong bottleneck during

colonization and life history traits decreasing effective population size (e.g. selfing),

we expect 1) only few sweeps to occur under polygenic selection, and 2) only recent

sweeps to be detected using polymorphism data. Therefore, in order to reveal the

underpinnings of long-term spatial and temporal local adaptation due to strong

selection (selective sweeps), the study of alternative species with larger effective

population sizes during colonization events is required.

1.1.2 Demographic history and ecological niche

Reconstructing the past history of given species or populations are key to many

researches addressing the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of natural

populations not only for its own sake, but for disentangling demographic from

selective effects [35, 36]. The inference of demographic history refers to identifying a
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best model describing population size changes as well as population divergence and

mixture events over time, such as divergent time and gene flow (migration) between

different populations. Genomic data with numerous variations have important

practical benefits for inference of demographic history. To gain insights from genomic

data, we need models that describe genetic variation, the Single Nucleotide

Polymoprhisms (SNPs), such as the coalescent [37, 38]. Population genetics analysis

combined with appropriate dating, can recognize the key factors (such as climatic

events in specific period) determining the demographic history of a species. With

enough research (genome) resources, this can be done with outstanding detail [39].

Another important role of a precise demographic model is to infer null models for the

detection of loci or regions under selection [40]. In identification of loci under positive

selection, the neutral simulation can help researcher to obtain an accurate threshold

to recognize outliers from genome scan. Therefore, a good demographic inference

can significantly improve the results of local adaptation and other downstream

analyses.

Another good way to investigation of population dynamics is reconstruction of

ecological niche models (ENMs) in different historical periods [41, 42]. It describes

both the range of conditions necessary for persistence of the species, and its

ecological role in the ecosystem [43]. ENMs are most often used to combined with

climatic data to: (i) estimate whether the current habitat is suitable for the survival of a

known or unknown species, (ii) evaluate the dynamic changes of suitable habitats

over time, and (iii) provide an estimate of the species niche. In our study, ENMs are

very suitable to combine demographic model to infer the dynamic changes of species

distribution in different historical periods. This helps us gain insight into the direction of

habitat expansion S. chilense as the climate changes in different climatic periods.

1.1.3 Detection of sweeps under positive selection

When at a locus in the genome a strongly beneficial mutation occurs and spreads to
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all individuals of the population, the frequency of this beneficial mutation as well as

linked neutral mutations increase. This process is described in a seminal paper by

Smith and Haigh [23], for which they coined the term "genetic hitchhiking". This

process can remarkably reduce the genetic variation in specific regions and affect the

allele frequencies near the sites favored by positive selection. The reduction of

genetic diversity in local regions in the genome caused by the fixation of an

advantageous allele sweeping by natural selection pressure, is called “selective

sweeps”. Based on the above description, further signatures of the selective sweep

regions include (1) changes in the site frequency spectrum (SFS) of polymorphisms

[15, 44] with a characteristic U-shape SFS, and (2) shifts in level of linkage

disequilibrium (LD) in the early and later phase of the fixation process [45, 46]. The

selective sweep and hitch-hiking model assume that the population size maintain

approximately constant over demographic history and is isolated, and no gene

conversion has occurred in the proximity of the beneficial mutation [47].

Although the assumptions of the selective sweep model are relatively strict,

some tests have been developed. (1) Methods based on diversity reduction in sweep

regions. The most obvious and sustained effect of genetic hitchhiking is the reduction

of nucleotide diversity in sweep regions [31]. Some basic statistics of population

genetics can provide assessment of genetic diversity directly such as statistics of

nucleotide diversity including π and θw [48, 49]. It is relatively easy to observe regions

of low diversity from these statistics. (2) Detecting sweeps based on shifts of SFS.

The studies by Braverman et al. [44] and Fay and Wu [15] suggested that selective

sweeps shift SFS toward high-frequency and low-frequency derivative variants

(U-shaped SFS). Neutral variants initially associated with beneficial variants increase

in allele frequency, while variants not initially associated with beneficial variants

decrease in frequency. Some summarized statistics have been widely used in

population genetics, such as Tajima’s D and Fay and Wu’s H. The development of the

composite-likelihood-ratio (CLR) test is a breakthrough for identification of selective

sweeps [24]. It compares the probability of the observed polymorphism data under the
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standard neutral model with the probability of observing the data under a model of

selective sweep. (3) Identifying selective sweeps based on Linkage Disequilibrium

(LD). The third characteristic of a sweep under positive selection refers to the specific

LD patterns that occur near beneficial mutations. Against beneficial mutation was

fixed in population, the LD levels will raise appeared on both sides of the fixed locus,

whereas LD level is reduced between polymorphisms observed on different sides of

the fixed locus. This is caused by a single recombination event on the both sides of

the selected site allowing multiple polymorphisms to escape the sweep on the same

side of the sweep [45, 50]. Therefore, between SNPs on the both sides of sweep will

be observed the high level of LD. On the other hand, polymorphisms that reside on

different sides of the selected site need a two or more recombination events, thus LD

is decreased. Meanwhile, Kim and Nielsen proposed an LD based ω-statistic test to

detect selective sweep [45]. A crucial result of population genomics theory is that

detection of selection is to be done by comparing outlier regions to the rest of the

genome to account for the variance of diversity and SFS due to the past demography.

This is because strong positive selection occurs locally in the genome, while the

whole genome is affected by genetic drifts and past demographic effects [51, 52].

Despite these methods being widely used in detection of selected sweeps,

generating many credible results [53-56], many challenges still need to be faced due

to strict assumptions of the underlying model, for example dynamic changes of

population size and recombination rate. With the development and progress of

machine learning methods in the last decades, a few methods of detecting selected

sweeps have been developed [57-59]. Typically, in a machine learning solution, the

goal is to accurately detect previously unseen data based on a simulated set of

already seen data (the process of training data). A dataset of neutral simulation is

critical to obtain a good training dataset. This also requires the researcher to infer the

best demographic history.

1.1.4 Evolution of transcriptome
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In addition to genome data (sequence), we can also obtain gene expression data,

which underlies the phenotype. Distance-based comparative transcriptomics has now

been well established to estimate the gene expression difference or distance of

orthologous genes between different species. While transcriptome analysis based on

distance demand detailed information of transcriptome of at least two species, recent

developments of transcriptome indices require only a single transcriptomic

information. Here in this thesis, transcriptome indices are used such as the

transcriptome age index (TAI) [60] and the transcriptome divergence index (TDI) [61]

to understand the evolutionary age or sequence divergence of a gene in combination

with its expression level. These integrative methods allow the comparative genomics

and transcriptomics to estimate evolutionary process.

The TAI is computed based on phylostratigraphy and expression profile, which doles

out each gene to different phylogenetic ages by identification of homologous genes

related to other species [62]. Following this definition, genes will be assigned to

discrete level of phylogenetic age or nodes along the tree of life, named phylostrata

(PS). The evolutionary age of each gene was quantified combining its PS and

expression level to obtain a weighted evolutionary age. Finally, weighted ages of all

genes are averaged to yield TAI, which is defined as the mean evolutionary age of a

transcriptome [60]. A lower value of TAI in a transcriptome describes an older mean

evolutionary age, whereas a higher value of TAI denotes a younger mean

evolutionary age and implies that evolutionary younger genes are preferentially

expressed in the corresponding sample or condition [60, 63]. The TDI represents the

mean sequence divergence of a transcriptome [61]. It is quantified by divergence

strata (DS), which sort genes into discrete sequence divergence categories based on

Ka/Ks ratio (ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous sites). This ratio allows to

assess the degree of purifying and positive selection in coding regions. The genes are

assigned to different DS and then weighted by their expression level to yield the TDI.

A lower value of TDI denotes a more conserved transcriptome profile, whereas a

higher TDI value shows a more variable transcriptome [61]. As the tree of life spans
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from the cell organism to the current taxonomic level, the TAI integrates both

evolutionary ancient and recent signals. In contrast to the TAI, the TDI investigates

evolutionary time among related species, depending on chosen species. Hence, TAI

and TDI estimate different evolutionary properties on different time scales [64].

1.2 Gene network responses of plant to environmental stress

In many cases, the functional background of genes or their products can be inferred

by ‘omics’ methods, such as large-scale protein-protein interaction studies

(interactomics) or studies of gene co-expression networks (transcriptomics). In this

context, researchers tend to pay more attention to the regulation mechanism of the

complete pathway, as well as restriction or promotion to other pathways, in order to

gain an understanding from the perspective of the functional module. Through

developments of bioinformatic pipelines, such ‘omics’ data sets can be unearthed to

detect genes in same biological process or pathway [65-67]. To date, large-scale

transcriptomic data are adequate for many plant species [68]. Therefore, it may be a

suitable ideal to combine comparative genomic with transcriptomic. These multiple

‘omics’ methods allow for identification of functionally related genes by co-expression

analysis, and then estimate evolution of gene expression.

A highly effective way of displaying and investigating co-expressed relationships

between genes is by representing them as gene co-expression networks. Another

advantage of gene networks is to infer the biological functions of unknown genes. The

comparative analysis of co-expression networks shows that some networks are highly

conserved in different species [69-71]. These conserved relationships between

species have been utilized to predict biological functions for unknown genes in

species that are insufficient annotated as compared with certain model species, and

some tools were also developed [72-74]. These conserved gene networks are called

conserved modules, which reveal gene connections in genome-wide co-expression

networks that have similar compositions in terms of gene families, protein domains
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(labels) or motifs across multiple species [75]. Many conserved networks can be

observed in many fundamental biological processes involved in responded to

environmental stresses, for example, protein metabolic, cell cycle, and

photosynthesis [69, 76].

Drought is one of the major abiotic stresses that essentially influence the plant

development and harvest yields. In the previous decade, worldwide misfortunes in

crop production because of drought added up to ~$30 billion [77]. The capacity of a

plant to response the water-insufficiency signal and initiate adapting procedures

accordingly is characterized as drought response, which is a complex process that

proceeds through several strategies: (i) acceleration of growth and reproduction

before drought stress to escape stress, (ii) storage of internal water to avoid tissue

damage, and (iii) strengthen endurance under drought stress while maintaining the

growth process [78]. These strategies involve many processes, such as increasing

activity of tissues i.e. root water uptake and closing stomata, activating pathways

including phytohormone signaling, antioxidant and metabolite production to regulate

osmotic processes [79]. The mechanisms of these response to drought stress have

been revealed extensively to construct complex regulatory gene networks, including

from the perception of water shortage signaling and physiological and cellular

responses. These details of regulatory gene networks have been described in several

review papers [80-82].

In addition to drought stress, cold (low temperature, LT) is one of the most

harmful environmental stresses. LT constrains plant growth and restricts productively

in temperate region. Previous studies indicated that the gene networks involved in

cold (low temperature, LT) stress are also conserved in different plant, especially in

flowering plants [83, 84]. In addition to affecting the growth and development of plants,

LT stress also significantly limits the geographic distribution of plants [83, 85, 86].

Flowering plants can adapt to the LT environment by multiple pathways, such as the

amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism pathway, protein export, and lipid
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metabolism pathway. Among these, regulation of flowering time is one of most wildly

reported ways to adapt to LT in flowering plants [87]. For example, vernalization is the

typically programmed physiological process in which prolonged LT-exposure provides

competency to flower in plants; widely found in winter and biennial species.

1.3 Study system

The tomato is one of the most important commercial crops and the family consists of

one cultivated species (Solanm lyopersicum L.) and 12 closely related wild tomato

species [88, 89]. The latter constitute important germplasm resources for the

improvement of agronomic cultivars [90] and also played a considerable role in basic

research on plant breeding systems, genetics, and the evolution of plant species

[91-93]. Solanm lycopersicum has been planted all over the world and is thus of high

economic importance. It has been domesticated from S. pimpenilifollium which

diverged from other species around 6 million years ago. Originally, however, all

tomato species are native to western South America and distributed from Central

Ecuador to Chile [94]. Due to a series of sequential bottleneck phenomena during

domestication, the cultivated tomato exhibit very limited polymorphism, and a

relatively small genome (~750Mb) [1]. By contrast, its wild relatives are characterized

by high phenotypic diversity, a larger genome size (1Gb) and have successfully

colonized a great variety of natural habitats that differ in both abiotic factors such

temperature and drought, and biotic factors such parasite load [89]. Nevertheless, the

genetic bases of wild tomatoes extraordinary adaptations are not thoroughly

understood.

We focus on the most southerly distributed wild tomato species, Solanum

chilense which is found in southern Peru and northern Chile in mesic to very arid

habitats [93], and the low altitude coastal habitat, and the highland altitudes of the

Andean plateau (Figure 1A). Raduski and Igic provided detailed descriptions of the

morphology by multiple fieldwork [95]. S. chilense is a perennial herbaceous plant
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with a woody base that grows upright or creeping in habitats with different

environmental conditions. It is usually 0.5 to 1 m tall and 1 m wide when growing in

isolation along cliffs or roadsides, but inside deep Andean volcanic canyons it

commonly spread more widely due to snowmelt and sparse rain.

1.3.1 Habitats and climatic conditions of S. chilense

S. chilense is an outcrossing wild tomato species found in southern Peru and northern

Chile in mesic to very arid habitats (Figure 1A) [96]. The ancestral species range is

found around the Peruvian and Chilean border mainly along the (mid-altitude)

‘pre-cordillera’ region (800 - 2000 m altitude) characterized as marginal desert habitat.

S. chilense colonized independently two different southern, but arid, isolated regions

around the Atacama desert at different time points [97, 98]: an early divergence (older

than 50,000 ya) with the colonization of coastal habitats (in Lomas formations), and a

more recent lineage divergence (less than 20,000 ya) restricted to highland altitudes

(above 2,400m) of the Andean plateau. Therefore, the previous studies of population

structure divided all populations of S. chilense into three differentiation groups: central

group (also northern inland of Chile), south-coast group, and south-highland group,

using reduced-representation genome sequencing [95, 97, 98]. In addition, there are

also a small number of populations distributed in southern Peru and genetically close

to the central population.

First, the geographical distribution of populations in the S. chilense is extremely

discontinuous (Figure 1A), especially between central and south-coast groups, and

between south-coast and south-highland groups. South-coastal natural populations

instead occupy wide canyons below infrequent mist capturing hill oases called "lomas

formations" [99], scattered among the Chilean coastal hills (0-1000 m elevation), and

these populations are not continuously distributed along the Pacific Ocean [95].

Second, the span of elevation between different populations is very large from coastal
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Figure 1. The geographic distribution and climatic conditions of the habitats in S. chilense. (A) Elevation.

(B) annual mean temperature (Bio1). (C) annual precipitation (Bio12). (D) Thornthwaite aridity index

(aridityIndexThornthwaite). (E) annual potential evapotranspiration (annualPET). (F) annual mean solar

radiation (ann_Rmean). All climatic variables are described in Data S1E.
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to highland/mountain (Figure 1A). The complex central populations occur from the

edge of Atacama desert of low altitude (200 m) to Andean cordillera of high altitude

(3500 m). Third, the wide and complex geographical distribution also determines very

different climatic conditions in their habitats (Figure 1B to 1F). In general, the

populations of S. chilense are distributing in extremely arid environments (Figure 1B

to 1D). Coastal populations expose to a higher temperature than inland populations

and almost no precipitation (Figure 1B and 1C). High-altitude populations suffer from

the colder environment and slight precipitation (Figure 1B and 1C). In addition,

high-altitude populations are also exposed to stronger solar radiation than low-altitude

populations (Figure 1F). Overall, the populations of S. chilense span multiple types of

landforms, resulting in its need to adapt to complex climatic conditions and stresses.

1.3.2 Local adaptation in S. chilense

Wide geographical distributions and complex climatic conditions of habitats indicate

that S. chilense likely had toadapt to changeable habitat environments in the process

of population expansion and colonization. Signatures of natural selection (positive or

balancing) at few genes involved in abiotic and biotic stress adaptation were found

when scanning few candidate genes and analyzing differential expression on

transcriptome level [77, 97, 100-103]. From the perspective of climatic conditions of

habitats, drought and low-temperature stress are two of the main threats to S.

chilense. Some drought-related genes exhibit characteristics of local adaptation, such

as some genes in ABA (abscisic acid) signaling pathway show nucleotide diversity

patterns of local adaptation [104, 105]. In addition, not only in evolution, anatomical,

morphological and physiological traits related to leaves and stems also observe

significant differences between conditions of optional watering and restricted watering

[106]. The combined analysis of population genetic, comparative transcriptomic and

plant physiology approaches suggest that genetic adaptations to low temperatures

evolved in high-altitude populations of S. chilense distributed along Andean altitudinal

gradients [107]. The stresses of salt and heat are usually accompanied by drought
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stress, especially for low-altitude coastal populations. Some studies indicate that salt

and heat-induced changes of transcriptomes and proteomes levels in S. chilense and

identify a series of related genes [77, 101, 108, 109]. Furthermore, some defense

genes are also identified as selective signatures across populations, such as

nucleotide binding site, leucine-rich repeat receptors (NLRs) show signatures of

adaptation to help colonize to different habitats [98, 110, 111].

In summary, S. chilense has revealed many characteristics of local adaptation

to complex and extreme environments and identified selective signatures to

understand mechanisms of local adaptation. This also fully shows that polygenic

adaptation across several gene network and pathways likely occurs in S. chilense.

But these studies are based on selected candidate genes or transcriptome level and

only obtain limited details of local adaptation. Therefore, genome-wide genome scans

are expected to insight into a comprehensive understanding of local adaptation in S.

chilense.
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2.1 Motivation

In the present thesis, we obtained full genome sequence data for 30 diploid and highly

heterozygous plants from six populations (five plants per population) representing the

three main habitats of Sonalum Chilense: the central group (area of origin at low to

high altitude), south-coastal group, and south-highland group. These habitats differ in

their current climatic conditions: the south-highland group is different from the central

group, while the south-coast appears as only marginally different from the

environment prevailing in the central group. In addition, transcriptome sequencing

data from 16 plants were obtained in normal and drought conditions representing the

drought population: LA1963. In Chapter 3, the first aim of this study is to study local

and temporal adaptation to changing climate using genome sequence data. We (1)

perform inference of the past demographic history of the species colonization as well

as reconstruct the past climatic history of the species’ range; (2) we conduct genome

scans for genes under selection in these populations and assign functions and gene

network positions to these candidate genes; (3) link climatic and genetic data at

candidate genes to highlight the relevance of few key gene regulatory networks

(pathways) for local spatial adaptation; and (4) connect past species niche

reconstruction and age estimates of the selective sweeps to reveal the history of the

temporal local adaptation to ever changing climatic conditions. In chapter 4, I study

the evolution of gene networks involved in drought tolerance by combining

transcriptome and genome sequence data. These analyses allow me to (1) identify

gene regulatory networks correlated with drought response; (2) explore the

evolutionary age and sequence divergence of gene networks; and (3) combine

population genetics and comparative genomics to understand evolutionary process

and trends of gene networks involved in drought tolerance. In the discussion chapter

5, I attempt to obtain a comprehensive understanding of local adaptation and

evolution in S. chilense.
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2.2 Contribution

I am the first author of the two manuscripts constituting the thesis (Chapters 3 and 4).

Chapter 3 is currently submitted and Chapter 4 will be submitted in 2022 after adding

a section on the new S. chilense genome assembly. I have contributed ideas, coded

all bioinformatics pipelines, performed all statistical analyses and wrote the first

version of both manuscripts. Dr. Silva-Arias has contributed to the demographic

model in Chapter 3. The drought stress experiment was performed by Dr. Sharifova

who was a guest researcher at TUM. Prof. Tellier and Dr. Silva-Arias have contributed

to the discussions and revised the manuscripts of both Chapters 3 and 4.
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3.1 Materials and Methods

3.1.1 Sample collection and sequencing

Plants were grown from individual seeds obtained from the Tomato Genetics

Resource Center (TGRC, University of California, Davis, USA; http://tgrc.ucdavis.edu).

We attempted to sample plants representing the three main infra-specific lineages of

S. chilense (i.e. central, south-coast, and south-highland) by accessions spanning the

complete known geographic range (Accessions: LA1963, LA3111, LA2931, LA4330,

LA2932, LA4107; Figure 1A; Table S1) [97, 98]. Plants were grown in individual pots

in glasshouse conditions at the Dürnast plant research facilities of the TUM School of

Life Sciences.

Genomic DNA was extracted from five mature plants per accession using the

DNA kit from Quiagen according to the manufacturer instructions. Individual samples

were sequenced at Eurofins Genomics on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 with standard

library size of 300 bp. The 30 S. chilense whole genome sequencing data are

available on ENA in BioProject PRJEB47577.

3.1.2 Reads mapping, SNP calling and filtering

Quality control of the raw reads was performed with FastQC (v0.11.6) [112]. Base

calls with insufficient quality were removed using Trimmomatic (v0.36) using default

parameters [113]. Adapters were cut with a seed mismatch of 2 with a palindrome clip

threshold of 30 and a simple clip threshold of 10. The trimming was performed with a

sliding window approach, cutting once the average quality was below 15 within a

window of 4 bases. Low-quality bases from the leading and trailing of reads were also

removed. Furthermore, reads with a smaller length than 36 bases were dropped. The

trimmed read were mapped to the Solanum pennellii reference genome [2] available

from Solanaceae Genomics Network (https://solgenomics.net) using

http://tgrc.ucdavis.edu/
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Burrows-Wheeler Alignment tool (v0.7.16) using default settings [114] and afterward

sorted with Samtools (v1.5) [115]. Next, the read groups were added, mate

information was fixed and technical duplicates were marked with PicardTools (v2.10.6)

[116].

Variant calling was performed using the HaplotypeCaller tool of GATK with

default parameters for each sample. The individual variant files were then combined

into a variant matrix with the GenotypeGVCFs tool. Single nucleotide polimorphisms

(SNPs) we selected and then filtered using the GATK VariantFiltration module

keeping only the SNPs that met all following criteria: quality (MQ) < 30, rank sum test

for mapping qualities (MQRankSum) < -5, quality-by-depth ratio (QD) < 10, strand

bias estimated by the symmetric odds ratio test (SOR) >3.0, read position rank sum

test (ReadPosRankSum) < -8, phred-scaled p-value using Fischer’s Exact test (FS) >

10, and depth coverage (DP) < 3.

Finally, after filtering, the variants were annotated using the snpEff software

(v4.3) with default settings [117]. For each SNP, the annotation were identified based

on the gene annotation of the S.pennellii reference annotation to obtain relationship to

coding sequences in the genome and how it may change the coding sequence and

affect the gene product.

3.1.3 Population genetics analyses

For all population genetics analyses, we use S.pennellii population LA716 as the

outgroup to polarize SNPs. The phylogenetic tree was constructed by the maximum

likelihood (ML) method using SNPhylo pipeline (v20160204) based on all SNPs [118].

The pipeline has steps such as removing low-quality data and considering linkage

disequilibrium. The reliability of each branch was evaluated by bootstrapping with

1,000 replicates. The ML tree was visualized with iTOL (v5.0) [119]. A principal

component analysis (PCA) was performed for the whole SNP dataset to seek a
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summary of the clustering pattern among sampled genomes using GCTA (v1.91.4)

[120]. The inference of population structure was performed using the program

ADMIXTURE (v1.3.0) [121]. Nine scenarios (ranging from K = 2 to K = 10) were

assessed for genetic clustering.

For each population we obtained statistics with 100 kb sliding windows to

estimate their genetic diversity and differentiation. Nucleotide diversity (π), Tajima’s D

and FST were calculated with VCFtools (v1.15) [122]. Watterson’s estimator of theta

(θw) and Fay and Wu's H were calculated using ANGSD (v0.921) [123]. The linkage

disequilibrium (LD) levels were calculated per population as the genotype correlation

coefficient (r2) between two loci (within the same chromosome) using VCFtools with a

maximum distance of 1000 kb. LD decay was then assessed for all pairs of SNPs

within 1000 kb distance using PopLDdecay (v3.27) with parameters ‘-MaxDist 1,000

-Het 0.1 -Miss 0.1’ [124].

3.1.4 Inference of demographic history

The demographic analysis was conducted using the Multiple Sequentially Markovian

Coalescent method (MSMC2) with phased VCF files [125]. First, The phased data

were generated with SHAPEIT (v2.17) [126]. First, the biallelic and no missing SNPs

were extracted by VCFtools, then the haplotype graphs were constructed to capture

phasing uncertainty with parameters ‘--thread 10 --prune 100 --burn 100 --main 500

--states 1000 --window 0.5 --rho 0.04 --effective-size Ne’. Here Ne was calculated

using a formula: (θw/effective number of sites)/(4×5.1×10-8), then the mean Ne of all

populations was calculated for each chromosome. Finally the most likely pairs of

haplotypes from the graphs were extracted and converted outputs to phased VCF

files. We assumed generation time of 5 years and a rate of 1×10−8 mutations per

generation to scale time in the result plots. MSMC2 inputs were created according to

the following steps: (i) the mask files were generated using genomecov function of

bedtools (v2.27.1) [127], that gives information in which regions in the genome could
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be called and excluded, and corresponding negative mask files including mappbility

information of regions; (ii) the final input files were generated with the script

generate_multihetsep.py within the msmc-tools

(https://github.com/stschiff/msmc-tools), which merges information from VCF and

mask files together. The coalescence rates were estimated by default time segment

patterning using MSMC2 (defining 40 hidden states). Besides, the cross-coalescence

analysis was performed for each pairwise comparison of genomes between pairs of

populations to estimate the population separation history.

The migration rate was estimated with a python script MSMC-IM using the

output of MSMC2 as input [128]. It also reports M(t), the cumulative migration

probability, evaluated at each time boundaries, which denotes the probability for

lineages to have merged by the time t. The mutation rate is 1×10−8 as for the analysis

with MSMC2. The initial constant effective population size for each population was set

as 105 calculated from MSMC2 outputs. The pattern of fixed time segments used

default values of MSMC2: 1*2+25*1+1*2+1*3. The beta used recommended values:

10-8,10-6, which regularize on estimating migration rate and population sizes.

3.1.5 Ensemble niche modelling and temporal distribution projection

We performed an ensemble modeling framework [129] using the BIOMOD package

[130, 131] in R (R Core Team 2020) combining models from eight algorithms to

account for the uncertainty associated with particular modeling technique. We

included the algorithms: 1) generalized linear models – GLM [132]; 2) generalized

additive models – GAM [133]; 3) generalized boosting models – GBM [134]; 4)

classification tree analysis – CTA [135]; 5) multiple adaptive regression splines –

MARS [136]; 6) random forests – RF [137]; 7) artificial neural networks – ANN [138];

and 8) maximum entropy – MAXENT [139].

https://github.com/stschiff/msmc-tools
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Occurrence localities include 110 points covering the full extant geographic

range of S. chilense retrived from the TGRC website and deduplicated keeping one

occurrence per raster cell grid using the function gridSample of the dismo R package

[140]. The pseudo-absence set includes 10,000 sampled within the species

distribution area outside 1 km buffer around the presence records. Prevalence was

maintained at 0.5, allowing the sum of presence-weights to be equal to the sum of

pseudo-absence weights in the model calibration process [141]. Five cross-validation

replicates were run in which presence records were randomly divided into training and

testing subsets (75% and 25% respectively). For each cross-validation replicate ten

runs were performed with different pseudo-absence sets, therefore completing a total

of 400 models. To assess the predictive performance of the models, the

threshold-independent area under the receiver operating characteristic curve statistic

[139] (AUC) and the threshold-dependent true skill statistic [142] (TSS) were

calculated. Consensus niche models were obtained using a TSS-weighted average

method to account for the predictive power of each fitted model. Models with low

predictive power (TSS < 0.7) were discarded.

The environmental predictors include five variables selected from 63 climatic

layers available from three public databases (Data S1E). The 19 bioclimatic variables

as well as monthly wind speed, water vapor pressure, and solar radiation data were

obtained directly from the WorldClim2 database [143]. Data S1E expanded bioclimatic

variables that include solar radiation and topographic features were downloaded from

ENVIREM dataset [144]. Also, global aridity measures were obtained from the

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) [145]. Variable

selection was implemented using the function corselect of the R package fuzzySim

[146] by keeping variables with Pearson correlation below 0.75 and variation inflation

factor below 10. The bioclimatic layers were cropped from latitude 10° to 27°N and

longitude 63°to 80°W with raster R package [147], this geographic extent include the

full extant species range. All fitted suitability models were projected to infer the

distribution of S. chilense suitable habitat under current and past conditions during the
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Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; ~21 Kya) downloaded from WorldClim and ENVIREM

(Data S1E).

3.1.6 Genome-wide selection scans

We identified selective sweeps using biallelic SNPs by SweeD [148] and OmegaPlus

[149]. SweeD (v3.3.1) implements a composite likelihood ratio (CLR) test which

detects complete selective sweeps using deviation from neutrality based on Site

Frequency Spectrum (SFS). It is based on the SweepFinder algorithm described in

Nielsen (2005) [150]. CLR statistic is used to identify regions where the matched the

expected SFS generated from a selective sweep based on background SFS. CLR

was calculated with default parameters except for using a resolution of 10 kb intervals

within each chromosome. OmegaPlus (v2.3.0) detects selective sweeps based on

linkage disequilibrium (LD). The ω statistic was computed at 10 kb intervals. We

specified a minimum window of 10 kb and a maximum window of 100 kb to be used

for computing LD values between SNPs, respectively. The choice of the window

length of 10kb for these statistics was based on 1) setting up a minimum average

number of SNPs per window as on average we obtained at least 50 SNPs per 10 kb

window per population, and 2) the decay of LD which shows r² values below 0.3

beyond a 100 kb distance and the slowest decay was always maintained above 0.3 in

LA4330. Outlier CLR and ω statistics indicative of a selective sweep are defined by

comparison to the genome-wide distribution values. In order to be conservative, we

derived here threshold values for each population based on simulations from the

estimated demographic history [151].

We used the coalescent simulator SCRM (v1.7.3) [152] to generate 10,000

neutral datasets of 10 Mb based on the demographic history of each population. A

mutation rate of 1×10−8 was used. An important source of error when performing

selection test is the heterogeneity in recombination along the genome [153, 154]. To

reduce false positives, we set up simulations with varying recombination rate every
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100 kb within each 10 Mb simulated block, because we set a maximum window of 100

kb in genome scan. Precisely, we divided the simulated block of 10 Mb into 100

windows of 100 kb and assign different recombination rates to each window (the

SCRM command line of simulation describes in

https://github.com/weikai-320722/Schil_30WGS). We used a block of 10 Mb as our

analyses revealed that beyond half of this distance the LD is very low (r² < 0.2). For

each of the simulated datasets, both CLR and ω statistics were calculated with the

same parameters as above. The maximum value of each statistics was extracted from

each simulated dataset, and we thus obtained a distribution of 10,000 maximum

values for each statistic. The 95th percentile of this maximum distribution was

specified for SweeD and OmegaPlus as the thresholds to identify outliers for selection.

We then extracted the overlap regions of the two methods using the genomic

coordinates and those regions were regarded as high confident selective sweep

regions.

3.1.7 Age of candidate regions under positive selection

The age of hard selective sweeps were also estimated using R package

McSwan(v1.1.1) [155]. Similar to SweeD, McSwan compares local frequency spectra

(SFS) simulated under neutral and selective demographic models to detect selective

sweeps, and it was used to assign selective scans to genomic regions and predict the

age of selection events. McSwan facilitates the estimation of sweeps age in

non-model organisms because it is not necessary for it to detect sweeps and predict

age with high-quality haplotype data. However, this advantage comes at the cost of

not jointly estimating the selection coefficient for a particular sweep, so McSwan

assumes that the selection strengths in all sweeps are equal.

Coalescent simulations in McSwan are performed using Hudson’s ms software

[156]. The demographic history must therefore be formatted as a string of switches

according to ms conventions. The neutral demographic model was specified using
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same parameters with previous simulations with SCRM for SweeD and OmegaPlus.

Then the reference table was constructed using the generate_priors function using

ms-formatted demographic history as defined previously and we simulated neutral

and selection SFSs that were each comprised of 2,000 simulations (default

recommendation) across sequences 1 Mb in length. The empirical SFSs were

generated from scans across the 1 Mb region using the coalesce function. For our

VCF file, we first convert the VCF to a McSwan-readable file containing per-SNP

allele counts by the convert_VCF function. Then, the genome scan and estimation of

age were pre-formed with the gscan function. To precisely determine the boundaries

of sweep regions, McSwan iterates its genomic scans over adjacent windows of

various lengths and offsets and compares the empirical SFS to the simulated SFS

under selection to assign regions as selective sweeps. We set up the iterative scans

in sliding windows that ranged from 1000 bp to 100 kb in length and a minimum of 20

SNPs required per window. Each sliding scan was done in 100 overlapping steps

(default setting). We then looked for overlap between the regions detected as hard

selective sweeps by McSwan to the candidate regions previously detected with

SweeD and OmegaPlus.

3.1.8 GO enrichment analysis

Due to the lack of a complete gene function annotation database, we performed a

BLASTX against the NCBI database of non-redundant proteins screened for green

plants (e-value cutoff was 10-6) and used Blast2GO to assign GO terms for each gene

identified in the genome scan analysis [157, 158]. At the same time, we also

performed a blast to the A. thaliana dataset TAIR10 separately to remove redundant

terms [159]. We used, the R package clusterProfiler to perform GO enrichment

analysis by generating an annotation database [160]. The false discovery rates (FDR)

were calculated to estimate the extent to which genes were enriched in given GO

categories. P-values smaller than 0.05 were used as cutoff for a significant level of

correlation.
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3.1.9 Genetic network construction

For each of the genes enriched in four specific biological processes, we retrieved the

interacting gene neighbors using GeneMANIA (v3.5.2) [161]. We generated

aggregate interaction networks in GeneMANIA, based on physical interactions,

predicted and co-expression. The nodes in the resulting network represent the

proteins, and the edges represent the protein-protein interactions. The network edges

were weighted by the corresponding data source with the adaptive network weighting

method by GeneMANIA. Finally, we performed hierarchical clustering and manually

optimized the weighted value cutoff for displaying the gene network, so the gene

clusters suggested by the network were similar to the clusters suggested by

hierarchical clustering [162]. The functions of networks were extracted form

GeneMANIA outputs with FDR cutoff 0.05 (Data S1D).

3.1.10 Genotype–environment association tests for local climate adaptation

To evaluate the relative contribution of the abiotic environment to explaining patterns

of genetic variation, we used the Redundancy Analysis (RDA) to associate the SNP

set identified within the selective sweep regions with potential environmental selection

pressures. RDA analyses were performed with an individual-based approach, using

as input allele counts for each locus for each sample (so count of 0,1 or 2). The SNPs

containing missing data were removed because RDA requires a complete data frame.

RDA was performed using the rda function from the vegan package as implemented

in R [163], modeling genotypes as a function of predictor variables, and producing

constrained axes and representative predictors. All variables were centered and

scaled before running genotype-environment association test (GEA). Multi-collinearity

between representative predictors was assessed using the variance inflation factor

(VIF) and since all predictor variables showed VIF < 20 none were excluded. This

may still cause some collinearity, but it is beneficial to find more connections between

genotypes and environments. The loadings of the SNPs in the ordination space
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determined which SNPs were candidates for being under local adaptation. The SNP

loadings were stored as specified in the RDA object. The significance of RDA

constrained axes was assessed using the anova.cca function and significant axes

were then used to identify candidate loci (P < 0.001). Candidate loci were identified

using 2.5 folds of standard deviation as cutoff (two-tailed p-value = 0.012). To clearly

understand the response of genetic variation to climatic variables, the correlations of

each candidate SNP with the representative climatic variables were calculated and

take the variable with the strongest correlation as the response variable of the outlier

SNPs.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Overall whole-genome sequencing data and variant calling

We sequence whole genomes of 30 heterozygous plants from Solanum chilense from

six populations (LA3111, LA1963, LA2931, LA2932, LA4107, LA4330) (Figure 2A,

Table S1). All reads are aligned to the reference genome assembly of S. pennellii and

all 30 S. chilense individuals show high-quality sequence and mapping scores with

more than 97% of mapping paired reads, individual genome coverage ranging

between 16 to 24 reads per base, and >70% genome coverage per sample (Data

S1A). After SNP calling and stringent filtering, a total of 34,109,217 SNPs are

identified across all samples (Table S2) for a genome size estimated approximately to

914Mb [110]. The highest and lower number of SNPs was observed in LA1963 and

LA4107, with 27.18 and 21.75 million SNPs, respectively (Table S2). In order to better

understand the distribution of SNPs in different populations, we also checked the

overlaps of SNPs between different populations (Figure S1). More than 55%

(13,904,088) SNPs in each population were observed in all populations and only 4.2 -

7.9% (948,174 - 1,582,572) unique SNPs were detected in a specific population. The

two south-coastal populations (LA2932 and LA4107) showed higher number of

unique SNPs, especially in the southernmost LA4107 population. Interestingly, in the
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pairwise comparison (SNPs that only were observed in two populations), the overlap

rate between LA2932 and LA4107 (91,632) resulted higher than others (9,536 -

38,020). Moreover, in other comparison groups (SNPs were detected in three, four,

five populations, respectively), two coastal populations always showed the lowest

overlap rate with other populations, especially LA4107 (Figure S1).

Figure 2. Geographic distribution and climate of sequenced populations of S. chilense. (A) Map with

distribution of all S. chilense populations by the TGRC, the six S. chilense populations in this study (black
circles), and the four population groups (colorful circles). (B) The PCA of all populations using 63 current

climatic variables (Data S1E).

3.2.2 Population structure and statistics of genetic diversity and differentiation

To explore the evolutionary relationship among samples, we conducted phylogenetic

tree, principal component analysis (PCA), and admixture analyses (Figure 3). In

addition, to assess the impact of geographical distance on genetic differentiation, the

correlation between genetic distance (pairwise Nei’s distance) and geographical

distance was calculated and showed non-significant correlation (Pearson test, r =

0.35, P = 0.2028; Figure 3A; Figure S2A). Phylogenetic and principal component

analysis (PCA) analyses support population structuring into three genetic groups

(Figure 3B and 3C; confirming the results in [97]): a central group (LA1963, LA3111,

LA2931), the south-highland group (LA4330), and the south-coast group (LA2932 and
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LA4107). Based on genetic co-ancestry analyses, we partitioned all individuals into

known groups by varying the number of presumed ancestral populations (Figure 3D;

Figure S2C; K ranged from 2 to 10). The analysis indicated that K=4, is the best

supported number of population clusters (Figure S2B): one cluster grouped the three

central populations (LA1963, LA3111, LA2931), another only the south-highland

population (LA4330), and the two last clusters solely comprised each of the two

south-coast populations (LA2932 and LA4107, respectively). The individuals of the

population LA2931, the southmost of the central group, displayed small admixed

ancestry coefficients (< 5%) with the south-highland group (Figure 3D).

Figure 3. The population structure of 30 individuals. (A) The correlation between genetic distance

(Euclidean distance) and geographic distance (Pearson test, r = 0.354, P = 0.281). (B) Maximum

likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree, S. pennellii LA0716 is used as outgroup. (C) PCA and (D) Admixture

analysis (optimal K value is 4, Figure S1B).
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For each population we obtained statistics of nucleotide diversity (π),

Watterson's theta (θW) and pairwise differentiation (FST) to estimate their genetic

diversity and differentiation (Figure 4; Table S3 and S4). At the genome level, the

nucleotide diversity confirmed the trend observed with the SNP number of each

population, and π and θW showed highly consistent distribution in six populations,

respectively (Kendall's τ > 0.79, P < 0.001). The central populations exhibited higher

genetic diversity than the rest of the populations and lower genetic diversity was

observed in the south-coast populations, especially in LA4107 (Figure 4A and 4B;

table S3).

Average pairwise FST was higher between south-coast populations and other

populations (Figure 4C; Table S4). The three central populations showed the lowest

pairwise FST values. Highest FST was observed between two south-coast populations

(LA2932 and LA4107) and between LA4107 with the other populations. The

south-highland population exhibited intermediate FST with all central populations.

These results support a strong isolation between the two south-coast populations as

well as among the south-coast populations with the other sampled populations. In

contrast, a moderate level of differentiation was found between the south-highland

population and the central populations, and low differentiation between the three

central populations (Figure 4C; Table S4).
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Figure 4. Statistics of nucleotide diversity and differentiation. (A) The distribution of statistics of nucleotide

diversity (π). (B) The distribution of statistics of nucleotide diversity (θw). (C) The distribution of statistics

of differentiation (FST).

3.2.3 Past demography of S. chilense is influenced by colonization events and

climatic variations

As indicated by nucleotide diversity and differentiation statistics (Figure 4; Table S3

and S4), we confirm the previous results obtained using a reduced number of genetic

markers: S. chilense has colonized independently the coastal and highland

southern-habitats, and the species area of origin is likely the mid-altitude of the central

region [97, 98]. Using multiple sequentially Markovian coalescent analyses, we

estimate historical changes in effective population size (Ne, Figure 5A), divergence

and potential post-divergence gene flow (Figure 6), and construct a consensus

demographic model (Figure 5B; Data S1B). These estimates are compared with the

reconstructed past climatic variation highlighting five Marine isotope stages (MIS)

climatic periods [164, 165]. The two south-coast populations found in Lomas

habitats show early divergence consistent with the admixture analysis (during the Last

Inter-Glacial period, MIS5) likely from the lowland area of the central group (LA1963).

The colonization of the highland likely occurred later, first in the central group region

(LA3111, LA2931) between the last inter-glacial and Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)

periods (ca. 75-130 kya, MIS3-4) and then with further colonization of southern
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highlands (from 30 kya, MIS1-2, LA4330). All populations show a reduction of

diversity matching with the estimated time of the LGM characterized as a cold and dry

period and supported by a contraction of the suitable habitats to a narrow strip in

lower altitudes, and a subsequent expansion thereafter (Figure 5C). Indeed, the local

habitat at the current location of LA2931 and LA4330 was likely unsuitable for the

establishment of the most southern highland population until 15 kya (after the LGM,

i.e. during MIS1-2). The lower genetic diversity of the south populations (and

estimated Ne) is thus due to the mild bottleneck processes during the southward

expansion (Figure 5A; Figure 4; Table S3). Both south-coast populations show

consistent signals of long-term history of colonization, subsequent isolation with

negligible gene flow, and possible local specialization to sparsely suitable Lomas

habitats along the coast (Figure 5B and 5C, Figure 6).

The divergence between the central group populations (during MIS3-4) occurs

after the colonization of the coastal habitat (Figure 5B; Figure 6), but before the

colonization of the south-highland (LA4330). Moreover, strong post-divergence

gene-flow and low differentiation are found in the central group, especially among the

pairs LA1963-LA3111 and LA3111-LA2931 (Figure 6), consistent with their

geographical and environmental proximity (Figure 2B) and the range contraction

during the LGM (MIS2 in Figure 5). The colonization of high-altitude regions in the

central group is thus accompanied by high levels of gene flow despite these

populations ranging across a large altitudinal gradient (2500m of altitude difference

between LA1963 and LA3111 or LA2931). The divergence history results in the

south-coast and south-highland populations to be fairly isolated from one another (as

separated by the Atacama desert) leading to the suggestion of an incipient speciation

process (Figure 5B; Figure 6) [95]. We want to assess if and how many selective

sweeps underpin such adaptation to novel habitats (colonization of the coastal and

highlands) and to temporally variable climatic conditions (past climatic conditions).
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Figure 5. Demographic history and species distribution model of S. chilense for current and Last Glacial

Maximum (LGM) climate conditions. (A) The estimation of historical patterns of effective population size

(Ne) for 10 pairwise genome comparisons per population using the MSMC model. (B) Interpreted

demographic scenario for the six samples populations of S. chilense including likely estimations of

effective population size, divergence times and gene-flow. The width of the boxes represents the relative

effective population size, arrows represent the migration between population pairs. Grey background

boxes indicate five Marine isotope stages (MIS) climatic periods. (C) Overlay of the reconstruction of the

distribution model for S. chilense using current climatic variables (red) and LGM past climatic variables

(blue). Darker color of the gradient indicates higher suitable habitat for a given climatic period.
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Figure 6. Inference of gene-flow between different populations. (A) Relative cross coalescence rate

reveals the age and pace of divergence between different populations. The two populations are

well-mixed if the relative cross coalescence rate is 1 and fully separated when the value is 0. (B)

Migration rate profiles for pairs of populations. Dashed lines indicate the time of 50% relative cross

coalescence rate.
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3.2.4 Selective sweeps underpin local adaptation

To detect candidate genes under positive selection we scan the genomes for

selective sweep signals using both an SFS-based method (site-frequency spectrum

based) SweeD, and an LD-based method (linkage disequilibrium based) OmegaPlus.

To disentangle outlier regions putatively under selection from the neutral expected

distribution, we set conservative threshold values for the SweeD and OmegaPlus

statistics obtained from coalescent simulations with varying rates of recombination

based on the results of the demographic inference (Table 1; Figure 7). The

overlapping genomic regions under selection between the two methods are then

considered as the candidate regions under selection. In total, we find 2,921 regions

with SweeD (mean size 212,858bp +/- 3,938) and 13,106 with OmegaPlus (mean size

59,618 bp +/- 521) across all six populations, yielding a total of 520 overlapping

regions (mean size 41,082 bp +/- 1,618). Within those regions we find a total of 799

protein-coding candidate genes detected as being likely under positive selection

(Data S1C). Among them, the largest number of candidate genes (354) is detected in

LA4330 (Table 1), likely because the population 1) has been established recently

(Figure 5B), 2) has a lower population size and thus higher amount of linkage

disequilibrium so that selective sweeps are easier to detect [166] (Figure 8C), and 3)

its habitat is very different from the rest of the species range (Figure 2B). In LA4107,

we find 61 candidate genes and about 100 candidate genes were detected in each of

the other four populations (Table 1). However, only a few candidate genes are shared

among different populations, with the central and south-highland populations sharing

a small number of candidate genes, while almost none are shared between the two

south-coastal populations (Figure 7C). This lack of common candidate genes among

populations is likely due to 1) the high nucleotide diversity and high effective

population sizes generating new variants across many genes which are then

differentially picked up by selection across different populations, and 2) the relatively

old inter-population divergence and timing of local adaptation.
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Figure 7. The plot of genome scans among six S. chilense populations. (A) The plot of CLR values for six

populations using SweeD. (B) The plot of omega values for six populations using OmegaPlus. Dash line

denotes cutoff values from neutral simulation. (C) The number of shared candidate genes between

different populations. The black points represent shared genes identified in different populations.
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Table 1 The summary of genome scans and estimation of sweep age

NSweeD, numbeer of outlier regions from SweeD; NOmegaPlus, number of outlier regions from OmegaPlus;

Noverlaps1, number of overlapping regions between SweeD and OmegaPlus; Ngenes1, number of candidate

genes in overlaps1, and all candidate genes show in Data S1C; NMcSwan, number of outlier regions from

McSwan; Noverlaps2, number of overlapping regions between McSwan and overlaps1; Ngenes2, number of

genes in overlaps2; Agemean, mean age of overlaps2.

We estimate by simulations the accuracy (statistical power) to detect sweeps

due to strong selection under our demographic model to be between 63 and 88%

across populations and for each method (Table 2). LA4330 exhibits even relatively

high statistical power compared to the other populations (Table 2, Figure 7A-B). This

demonstrates that thresholds for sweep detection are stringent and likely minimize the

rate of false positives while not detecting all selective sweeps, especially if the

selection coefficients are too small (Table 2). Further, only a few candidate genes are

shared among different populations, with the central and south-highland populations

sharing a small number of candidate genes, while almost none are shared between

the two south-coastal populations (Figure 7C). This lack of common candidate genes

among populations is likely due to 1) the high effective population sizes (Figure 2)

generating new variants across many genes which are then differentially picked up by

selection across different populations, and 2) the relatively old inter-population

divergence and timing of local adaptation.

Furthermore, we find an overlap between our candidate genes under selective

sweep and genes exhibiting signals of positive selection in previous studies in S.

chilense. It is noteworthy that these previous studies were based on few chosen

genes, different plants, different populations and different sample sizes than ours.

Among our candidate genes, we indeed find three genes (JERF3, TPP and CT189)

Populations

Genome Scans Sweeps age

NSweeD NOmegaPlus Noverlaps1 Ngenes1 NMcSwan Noverlaps2 Ngenes2 Agemean (kyr)

LA1963 385 2,474 98b 86 267 16 14 71±55
LA2931 517 2,268 109 125 355 19 26 62±41
LA2932 374 1,717 46 101 302 15 29 65±48
LA3111 663 2,307 105 107 377 22 22 60±51
LA4107 203 2,047 37 61 194 10 10 63±40
LA4330 779 2,293 125 354 438 39 74 41±30
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involved in abiotic stress tolerance such as salt, drought or cold [97] as well as three

NLRs (nucleotide binding leucine rich repeat, SOLCI006592800, SOLCI001535800,

SOLCI005342400) possibly linked to resistance to pathogens [98]. We also find that

two of the seven most up-regulated genes under cold conditions in a transcriptomic

study of S. chilense [107] do appear in our selection scan in high altitude populations:

CBF3 (Solyc03g026270) in LA2931, and CBF1 (Solyc03g026280) in LA4330. These

overlapping results indicate that our genome-wide selective sweep scan generalizes

the previous studies of selection in S. chilense and support the functional relevance of

our candidate genes.

Table S5 The estimation of sensitivity to detect selective sweeps using our pipeline with four
selection strengths

Populations

s=0.01 s=0.1 s=0.5 s=1

SweeD OmegaPlus McSwan SweeD OmegaPlus McSwan SweeD OmegaPlus McSwan SweeD OmegaPlus McSwan

LA1963 0 0 0 3.6 9.2 4.9 22.4 31.2 29.8 74.2 81.6 76.4

LA2931 0 0 0 7.9 9.6 10.1 27.3 35.1 30.6 76.3 84.1 77.2

LA2932 0 0 0 4.8 11.8 6.7 19.7 27.4 29.4 68.5 78.3 75.3

LA3111 0 0.3 0 6.8 14.4 7.9 26.8 33.5 30.2 74.1 80.5 78.4

LA4107 0 0 0 2.1 8.5 4.9 17.4 21.7 28.7 63.6 74.8 71.7

LA4330 0 0.7 0 10.3 15.7 11.3 30.1 37.9 34.6 81.7 88.3 79.8

The validation of our pipeline to detect selective sweeps by simulating 1,000 data sets of selective

sweeps with four different selective strengths (s=0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1) in six populations, respectively. The

numbers denote the percentage of the detected simulated sweeps using different methods.

We then estimate the age, that is the time of the appearance of the selected

allele, of 112 selective sweep regions (mean size 22,171 bp +/- 3,240) chosen to

conservatively overlap between the three detection methods (McSwan, SweeD and

OmegaPlus, Table 1). These regions contain 175 genes and exhibit a mean sweep

age of ca. 28,000 years. The ages of sweeps range from as early as 65 kya up to 2.5

kya (Table 2, Figure 8). The highland populations exhibit more recent sweeps (2.5 -

35 kya) than those at the coastal populations (2.5 - 35 kya), consistent with the recent

(re)colonization of higher altitudes (Figure 8). The south-coastal populations exhibit
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older and large distributions of sweep age consistent with older events of colonization

(2.5 - 65 kya). Regarding the key gene networks of relevance for local adaptation

highlighted above (root hair, protein lipidation, vernalization and photoperiod), each of

them exhibits a narrow range of sweep age values across several populations (Figure

5). The averages of sweep ages observed (Table 1) are perfectly in line with the

estimates obtained from the sweep simulations under our demographic model (Table

2). This demonstrates that our statistical power is adequate to estimate sweep ages

under the demographic model, and that old sweeps in the highland populations

cannot be recovered (even if they occurred) by contrast to the coastal populations.

Figure 8. Distribution of sweep age across the five MIS climatic periods.
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3.2.5 Statistics and confidence in the genome scans for positive selection

Our candidate regions exhibit typical characteristics of positively selected regions

when compared to the genome-wide statistics, that is, lower genetic diversity and high

level of nucleotide differentiation (Figure 9, Table S3 and S4). First, genetic diversity

(π and θw) of almost all candidate regions is smaller than the whole-genome level

(Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.01, Figure 8A, Table S3), but only so in LA4107 probably

due to the generally lower genetic diversity at the genome level in this population.

Second, significantly lower and more negative values of both Tajima’s D and Fay and

Wu’s H are calculated in the candidate regions compared to genome-wide values

(Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.01, Figure 9A; Table S3). Third, the pairwise FST values

between populations are higher for the candidate regions than for the whole-genome

patterns, and this difference increases with the increasing degree of differentiation

(Figure 9B; Table S4). This also suggests that in the candidate regions there is a

close relationship between positive selection and population divergence, namely the

hallmark for local adaptation [170]. These comparative analyses suggest that our

candidate regions exhibited significant differences with the genomic background

levels of diversity and population differentiation, as expected under local adaptation

due to positive selection.

As recombination rates can vary across the genome resulting in potential bias in

the genome scans using window-based approaches, we use linkage disequilibrium

(LD, r2) as an estimator of the recombination rate in different populations. Our results

indicate the LD and LD decay in the central populations to be lower than the

south-coast and south-highland populations (Table S3; Figure 9C). While, high LD

levels are observed in the candidate regions in different populations, the distribution of

LD values follow that of the whole-genome background level (Table S3; Figure 9D).

This means that candidate regions show a lower recombination rate than the genome

average in our study, as expected as candidate regions usually show low rates of

recombination [171, 172]. However, many recent studies have pointed out that if the
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recombination rate is not considered in different regions of the genome for genome

scans, false positives will occur in low recombination regions [153]. In order to reduce

impact of the recombination rate on sweep detection and reduce the rates of false

positives, we 1) set a varying recombination rate when generating the neutral

simulations (see methods), and 2) choose conservatively to use the maximum SweeD

or Omegaplus values from neutral simulations to define high threshold (cutoff) values.

Figure 9. The comparison of statistics between whole-genome and candidate regions by 100 kb sliding

windows. (A) The distribution of statistics of genetic diversity (π), Watterson’s theta (θw), Fay and Wu’s H,

and Tajima’s D. (B) The distribution of FST of whole-genome and candidate regionss. (C) LD decay

against the genetic distance for pairs of linked SNP in 1000 kb distance. (D) The distribution LD of

whole-genome (blue) and candidate regions (red) in 100 kb windows. Turquoise denotes whole-genome

and red denotes candidate regions.
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3.2.6 Gene regulatory networks underlying local adaptation in S. chilense

A Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of the 799 candidate genes reveals

significantly different and common biological processes across populations. We find

common GO categories to all populations such as basic cell metabolism, immune

response, specific organ development and response to external stimuli (Figure 10).

Most interesting, however, are four GO categories specifically found in several

populations and link to local differences in habitats: (i) root hair cell differentiation

functions are enriched in 15 candidate genes, only in the three coastal populations

(LA1963, LA2932 and LA4107); (ii) response to circadian rhythm, photoperiodicity

and flowering time are enriched in 12 candidate genes in two high-altitude (LA3111

and LA4330) and a south-coast (LA2932) populations; (iii) vernalization response is

enriched in eight candidate genes in the three high-altitude populations (LA2931,

LA3111, LA4330), and (iv) protein lipidation is enriched in seven candidate genes in

the south-highland population (LA4330). Based on the wealth of available data in

cultivated tomato and S. pennellii (with a well annotated genome) as well as gene

ontology in A. thaliana, we further study the gene regulatory networks to which the

candidate genes belong.
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Figure 10. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis in candidate genes under positive selection enriched to the

biological process in different populations. The color bar shows gene ratio in candidate genes, the gray

boxes are empty and indicate that the biological process is not enriched.
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For adaptation to high-altitude conditions, 15 candidate genes are found

interconnected in a flowering gene network, which is itself sub-divided into two

sub-networks related to flowering, photoperiod and vernalization control pathways

(Figure 11A; Data S1D). Photoperiod responsive genes can sense changes in

sunlight and affect the circadian rhythm to regulate plant flowering [173, 174], while

vernalization genes regulate the flowering and germination through long-term low

temperature [87, 175, 176]. These two sub-networks are connected through several

key genes, some of which appearing as candidate genes entailing local adaptation in

our populations: FL FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC or AGL25), FLOWERING LOCUS

T (FT) and AGAMOUS-LIKE genes (AGL) (Figure 11A and 11B). These key genes

are essential regulators acting on the flowering regulation pathway [177-180].

Remarkably, some candidate genes in the recently diverged south-highland

population (LA4330) aggregate into an independent network involved in circadian

rhythm regulation, connected to the photoperiod network by JUMONJI DOMAIN

CONTAINING 5 (JMJD5) also a candidate gene in LA3111 (Figure 11A). In the

central-highland population (LA3111) several other candidate genes of the

photoperiod network also regulate circadian rhythm and flowering time. Interestingly,

the three high-altitude populations (LA3111, LA2931, and LA4330) present candidate

genes of the AGAMOUS-LIKE (AGL) gene family in the vernalization network (Figure

11A). We also note that the network of protein lipidation genes appears to be related

to the synthesis of fatty acids in the south-highland population (Figure 11D; Data S1D).

We speculate here that this latter adaptation may be related to adaptation to

lowest-temperature stress of LA4330 (Figure S3A; Data S1E) [181, 182]. Adaptation

to high altitude involves the regulation of the flowering, including photoperiod and

vernalization pathways, but through different genes in different populations, while cold

stress and its consequence (adaptation in lipidation pathway) may be relevant for

adaptation to the highest altitudes.
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Figure 11. Interaction genetic networks of candidate genes. (A) The network of flowering regulation

involved two sub-networks, photoperiod and vernalization pathways, for regulation of flowering. (B) The

schematic diagram of flowering regulation involved photoperiod and vernalization is adapted from [87].

“┤” indicates repressive effects on gene expression; “→” indicates promotive effects on gene expression.

(C) The network of root development and cell homeostasis. (D) The networks of protein lipidation.

Connections represent gene interactions based on physical interactions, informatics predictions and

co-expression analyses. Connection thickness is proportional to weighted value of the connected genes.

The black lines connected two sub-networks, genes under selection were connected by solid lines and

other genes were connected by dashed line. Node colors correspond to genes were detected the

different populations in genome scans. Gray circles, not detected in genome scan, but present in S.

chilense; gray squares: not present in S. chilense.
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Regarding adaptation to coastal conditions, we find 11 candidate genes related

to root development and cellular homeostasis functions clustered in a single network

(Figure 11C; Data S1D). We speculate that the drought and water shortage typical of

the coastal conditions (Figure 1C and 1D; Data S1E) would promote the differentiation

and extension of plant roots [183, 184]. The cell WALL ASSOCIATED LINASE 4

(WAK4), a candidate gene identified LA4107, is shown to act as linker of signal from

the cell wall to plasma membrane and thus serve a vital role in lateral root

development [185, 186]. It is also possible that the soft soil at the seaside is also

beneficial to the extension of root hairs to increase the water absorption area [187,

188]. In addition to root development, we find also genes involved in cell homeostasis

(Figure 11C; Data S1D), which would be critical for the coastal drought and salinity

conditions to maintain stability of intracellular environment in the coastal habitats [189,

190].

3.2.7 Candidate genes show genotype-environment associations to local

climatic conditions

Our candidate loci are hypothesized to be responsible for adaptation to local climatic

conditions, so we test for genotype-environment association (GEA) using redundancy

analysis (RDA). RDA tests for correlation between allele frequencies and climatic

variables and can be used 1) to search more finely for specific selective variants

within the genomic sweep regions, and 2) reveal selective gradients defined by

multiple environmental variables [163, 191]. We here perform first a “present day”

RDA using 144,713 SNPs from all candidate regions and 63 climatic variables

representing current (present) conditions for temperature, precipitation, solar radiation,

and wind (Data S1E). We find that the two-first RDA axes are significant (ANOVA's p

< 0.001) and retain most (38% and 21%) of the putative adaptive genetic variance

identified in the genome scans in all populations (Figure 12A). Table S5 and S6

summarize outlier SNPs in different RDA models and their correlation with climatic

variables. In concordance to the PCAs of both climatic and genomic variation (Figures
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2B and 3C), the two main RDA axes cluster the individuals into three groups

corresponding to the main geographical regions (central, south-highland, and

south-coastal) supporting that those axes synthetize the principal selective pressures

for spatial local adaptation along the species distribution (Figure 12A). RDA1

represents the differentiation of the two south-coast populations in correlation with

higher precipitation of coldest quarter (Bio19) and annual variation of solar radiation

(CV_R). There are 480 and 501 SNPs strongly associated with these two climatic

variables, respectively (Table S6). RDA2 summarizes a climatic gradient

differentiating the south-highland population manly driven by annual potential

evapotranspiration (annualPET) and temperature annual range (Bio7) with 1,184 and

372 strongly associated SNPs, respectively (Table S6).

Figure 12. Redundancy analysis (RDA) ordination bi-plots between the climatic variables, populations

and the genetic variants in all candidate sweeps. (A) RDA using current climatic variables. (B) RDA using

LGM climatic variables. Arrows indicated the direction and magnitude of variables correlated with the

populations. The abbreviations of climatic variables are shown in Data S1E.

Further RDA analyses based on gene variants of the GO categories circadian

rhythm-photoperiodism, vernalization, root-hair differentiation, and protein lipidation

highlight combinations of climatic variables and genetic variants related to local

spatial adaptation (Figure 13A, 13C, 13E and 13G). These analysis show that about

40% of the variation are explained by the two main RDA axes. Climatic variables

representing temperature variability through the year such as temperature seasonality

(Bio4) and temperature annual range (Bio7) are consistently correlated with adaptive
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variation of the south-highland population (Figure 12A; Figure 13). A total of 68 SNPs

within candidate genes of the population LA4330 are strongly associated to these two

variables (Bio4, Bio7) in three of the RDA based on the GO categories (circadian

rhythm-photoperiodism, vernalization, and protein lipidation; Data S1F). The RDA

based on the root-hair differentiation GO category shows a strong differentiation

between lowland and highland populations, with stronger correlation for the southern

populations (Figure 13E). This differentiation correlates with atmosphere water vapor

availability variables such as annual minimum water vapor pressure (ann_Vmin) and

annual actual evapotranspiration (ann_AET) variables for the coastal populations.

Considering that the sweep age estimations indicate that a fraction of the

adaptive variation currently observed in S. chilense may have originated from the

influence of past climate change processes (Figure 8), we implement an “LGM” RDA

using 37 climate variables projected to the Last Glacial Maximum conditions (Figure

5B; Figure 13B, 13D, 13F and 13H; Data S1E). This analysis implies the assumption

that the species did not shift its geographical range following the late Pleistocene

climatic oscillations, but rather underwent a shift in its niche while retaining large

portions of its distribution [192, 193]. This process is especially relevant for the

highland regions where past distribution projections show no suitable habitat, while

population persistence being likely since the demographic reconstruction indicates 1)

only mild population size reductions (Figure 5C), and 2) pre-LGM divergence of the

highland populations (LA3111 and LA2931 during MIS3-4 climatic periods, Figure 5B).

Therefore, we expect that this analysis can uncover additional genomic variation

selected in response to temporal climatic changes and underlying the niche

expansion towards highly differentiated conditions in the south-highland region

(Figure 2B; Figure 5C). RDA analyses using LGM climatic variables capture a smaller

proportion of the genetic variability in the first two constrained axes (30%) compared

to that using the current climatic variables. We find that some outlier/candidate SNPs

appear not to show any correlation with the past climatic variables, but about 30%

outlier SNPs are identified in additional genomic regions correlated with past climatic
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Figure 13. Redundancy analysis (RDA) of SNPs of genes related to four specific GO terms using current

(A, C, E, G) and LGM (B, D, F, H) climatic variables. (A) and (B) Circadian rhythm and photoperiodism

flowering. (C) and (D) vernalization response. (E) and (F) root hair cell differentiation. (G) and (H) protein

lipidation. The color circles denote different populations. Arrows indicated the direction and magnitude of

variables. The gray circles denote SNPs.
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variables and not with the current variables (Table S5 and S6). The analyses also

emphasize the differentiation of central, south-highland, and south-coast populations.

Indeed, we find a different RDA for vernalization candidates using the two sets of

(present and past) climatic variables. For example, the central populations LA3111

and LA2931 are separated in the past RDA of vernalization using LGM climatic

variables indicating warmer climate after LGM may drive gene flow among central

populations as seen in the current RDA (Figure 5B; Figure 13C and 13D; Figure 6).

The past RDA of LGM climatic variables unveils that high-altitude populations,

especially LA4330, have SNPs correlating with temperature (i.e. annual mean

minimum temperature; ann_mTmin, and temperature annual range; Bio7) whereas

coastal populations SNPs do correlate with precipitation and potential

evapotranspiration of the coldest and driest seasons (Figure 12B).

3.3 Discussion

By correlating selective sweeps at candidate genes to current and past climatic data,

we demonstrate that local spatial adaptation to novel habitats and temporal

adaptation to changing conditions are intermingled. Nevertheless, our results show

that it is possible to separate the underpinnings of the spatial and temporal adaptation

in a species with large effective population size using niche modeling and past

climatic reconstruction. As a word of caution, we note that our discussion focuses on

four main GO categories which can be reliably associated with physiological traits

likely underlying adaptation (though pinpointing the regulatory or coding SNPs under

selection was not possible with our sample sizes), while functional information on

many candidate genes in Figures 8 and 10 is still lacking to provide a complete picture.

Yet, we are confident that our candidate genes under selection are functionally

relevant, as demonstrated by the overlap with previous studies focusing on few genes

involved in abiotic and biotic stress tolerance and transcriptomic data under cold

conditions [97, 98, 107].
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For each of the five past climatic periods depicted in Figures 5 and 8, we

show different temporally restricted bursts of sweeps for either the south-highland or

south-coastal groups of populations. When overlaying specifically the age of the four

gene network categories of candidate genes (photoperiod, vernalization, protein

lipidation, and root hair differentiation), we find that the sweeps within a given

category/gene network are found at the time of a given particular climatic period

(Figure 8). This demonstrates that selective sweeps occur following temporal

adaptation in response to variable climatic conditions, as suggested under the

adaptation to a moving optimum theory [19]. We observe that during the colder and

drought climate phases (MIS2 at 30-15kya), the suitable areas of the species

decreased to a narrow belt along lower altitude areas (Figure 5C). The persistence of

populations at higher altitude would have been possible by niche expansion driven by

selection at genes involved in the vernalization gene networks (Figure 8). We also

observe a correlation between the age of the sweeps and our “LGM” RDA analysis

based on the past climatic data. Therefore, we suggest the photoperiod and protein

lipidation adaptations to have occurred in later or after the LGM (Figure 8) and to be

instrumental adaptations favoring subsequently the colonization of new habitats in the

southern highlands (after the LGM). During this most recent (re)colonization event,

sweeps occurred at other genes, including the complete photoperiod gene

sub-network in high-altitude populations (Figure 11A). The mentioned adaptation

sweeps could have arisen in the ancestral populations from the highland-central

region and by gene flow have facilitated the recent expansion of the species'

geographic range [194]. In addition, adaptations in the photoperiod and protein

lipidation gene networks in the highland populations are adaptations in the later the

LGM, we speculate that the populations were already established at high altitude

before the LGM (MIS 3-5, Figure 5) likely in the northern part of the range (from the

location of LA3111 up to that of LA2931), before a contraction of the species range

occurred towards lower altitudes during LGM, and the subsequent divergence of new

southern locations concluded 15kya (post-LGM, LA4330). Therefore, we suggest that

temporal adaptation does constrain or facilitate spatial local adaptation at later time
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steps. The respective contributions of spatial and temporal can be disentangled by

comparing the significant genes (and SNPs) found in the past and present RDA

analyses.

The S. chilense lineage likely originated from coastal habitats in southern Peru.

This explains the early divergence and southward colonization process, accompanied

by habitat fragmentation and contraction, which yields two highly isolated populations

(Figure 5C). The coastal colonization seems to involve fewer sweeps than the

adaptation to higher altitudes, for example a burst of selective sweeps in genes

related to root anatomical traits during the LGM period (Figures 8, 11C, S6E-F).

However, some of the adaptive genomic signals in the coastal populations could be

blurred due to the older timing or stronger drift (due to habitat fragmentation along the

coast), or be incomplete or partial sweeps which we do not detect with our current

scans.

We tentatively suggest some answers to the questions highlighted in the

introduction on the basis of our empirical results. We find between 60 and 350

selective sweeps per population, but contrary to our naïve expectations, sweeps have

a large variance in age. Indeed, our initial assumption was that most sweeps in the

south populations would be recent and occurring during only the recent spatial local

adaptation to a new habitat. On the contrary, the resulting picture of local adaptation

we observe is that of a complex process involving several discrete adaptive steps,

each due to temporally restricted burst of selective sweeps within a given gene

network. This adaptive process can be traced back using a combination of sweep age

estimates, RDA analyses and past and present climatic models. We suggest that

several sweeps do occur concomitantly in a given gene pathway/network at a given

time period, possibly as a temporal adaptation to a moving environmental optimum

(our climatic periods). Thereafter, these sweeps in a given gene (sub-)network may

lay the foundations, in other words, provide exaptation [195, 196], for colonizing new

habitats at future climatic periods when new ecological niches/habitats become
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available. The enabled future spatial adaptation seems to involve selection at genes

in different gene networks (possibly improving upon and fine-tuning the previous

phenotypic adaptation). Note that we focus here on selective sweeps resulting from

strong positive selection as we cannot assess in our data the occurrence of weaker

positive or polygenic selection. It appears that few gene networks seem to be under

strong selection at any climatic period, as predicted under polygenic selection model

of adaptation to a moving optimum [19, 21, 22, 33]. We speculate further, with the aim

to broaden the current theoretical framework, that strong selection underlying

temporal adaptation to a moving optimum would occur at one (or few) phenotypic trait,

while local spatial adaptation to a new optimum requires strong selection at several

traits.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to attempt to disentangle the complex

spatial and temporal processes involved in colonization to new highly stressful

environments such as hyper-dry high-mountain regions. In the wild tomato Solanum

chilense, the recruitment of multiple genes belonging to gene networks responsible

for regulating the circadian cycle and flowering time is evident. This divergent

selection process arises in response to recent climate change processes. The

detectability of this polygenic pattern of selection is favored by the recent divergence

of the populations involved, persistence of high genetic variability due to mild

bottleneck during the expansion process and presence of seed banks, as well as the

use of a combination of genome scans and availability of past climatic data. We

demonstrate the power to use past climatic reconstruction with scans for selection to

detect the underpinnings of local and temporal adaptation, when old selective sweeps

can be recovered. Specifically, adaptation in space and time occurs over short time

windows during which few genes of a given gene network are strongly selected upon,

consistent with a polygenic model of adaptation to a moving optimum.

3.5 Supplementary description of gene network
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S．chilense has been proven to be a promising model system to study resistance

strategies of plants to survive abiotic stress in extreme environments such as drought,

cold, heat and salt tolerance [77, 101, 102, 105, 107, 197-199]. The candidate genes

we found in this study enriched biological processes related to above resistance

strategies (Figure 10). The population-specific adaptations to local environments we

have discovered, mainly related to the adaptation of coastal populations to drought

and high-altitude populations to cold. The functions of candidate genes in specific

population are consistent with local environments (Figure 11), which are mainly

adaptation to changes of temperature in populations distributed along Andean

altitudinal gradients (Figure S3A; Data S1E) and drought populations distributed along

the coastal of Chile [97, 102, 107].

Flowering is an important fitness trait and there was huge flowering time

variation in different conditions for different species, including wild tomato [103, 200].

We revealed that two main regulation pathways for flowering are related to local

adaptation, namely photoperiod and vernalization response. They may represent

adaptations to solar radiation and low temperature, respectively. The vernalization

regulates flowering and appears of interest in the three high-altitude populations. This

is consistent with their geographical distribution and the temperature gradually

decreasing along the elevation of the Andes (Figure S3A; Data S1E). Some key

genes critically involved in flowering, vernalization and photoperiod pathways were

detected under positive selection. FLC is a regulatory center of vernalization pathway,

which was detected under selection and identified as outlier associated with

temperature annual range (Bio7) in GEA. It is regulated by multiple integrator to delay

or accelerate flowering in vernalization [201, 202]. High levels of FLC expression

repress transcription of the two floral regulatory FT and SUPPRESSOR OF

OVEREXPRESSION OF CO 1 (SOC1) (Figure 11B), resulting in delayed flowering

[177, 203, 204]. The variants of FLC were detected in coding regions and showed

strongest correlation with temperature changes. These variants in coding regions may
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then change the activity of FLC to regulate flowering of S. chilense. In addition,

multiple AGAMOUS-Like genes were detected in different populations and

sub-network of vernalization, respectively (Figure 11A). These genes contain two

similar domains (MADS-box and K-box) and may play similar function in flowering in

different populations. In general, the regulatory pathway of flowering mainly responds

to environmental stresses of high-altitude populations, especially in LA3111 and

LA4330.

The photoperiod is another main regulatory pathway for flowering. The

changes in external light time and strength can change the circadian rhythm of plants

to control the flowering time. This is not surprising for high-altitude populations,

because they are closer to the sun. But the candidate genes of LA2932 were enriched

for circadian rhythm and photoperiodism flowering in our GO analysis, and these

genes are also present in the photoperiod sub-network (Figure 11A), such as SERINE

HYDROXYMETHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (SHM1). But SHM1 is correlated with

temperature (Bio7), this may be an indirect effect because the sunlight also cause

temperature changes. The climatic data showed that despite the low altitude of the

habitat of LA2932, its value of solar radiation is high and equivalent to south-highland

population (Figure S3C; Data S1E). This indicated that some coastal populations also

regulate flowering through the photoperiod pathway to possible adaptation to strong

solar radiation. In photoperiod pathway, FT, a major downstream integrator of

inductive photoperiod, can be activated by multiple upstream genes to promote

flowering [205, 206], and ALPHA-AMYLASE-LIKE 3 (AMY3) also was detected, which

expression strictly follows the circadian rhythm [207].

Cold condition is a challenge for the south-highland populations. The system

of cellular membrane is very important for sensing and resisting cold stress [208].

Some proteins in our networks are integral component of the membrane through the

modification of the N-terminal. The GDP DISSOCIATION INHIBITOR family protein

(GDI) identified in south-highland population performs a function of protein transport
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in the cells, which can transport and help proteins to locate to the membrane [209].

The outlier gene TRANSMEMBRANE 9 SUPERFAMILY MEMBER 8 (TMN8) is a

protein location to membrane [210] and showed interaction with GDI in the network

(Figure 11D).

Unlike the high-altitude populations, the three coastal populations mainly

showed the characteristics of adaptation to drought. Their habitat has experienced the

challenges of high temperature and lack of precipitation for a long time. Although

studies have shown that coastal populations are greatly affected by the El Niño

climate and rainfall is frequent, this seems to be a short-term effect [211-213]. The

climatic data indicated their precipitation is much less than the high-altitude

populations (Figure S3B; Data S1E). This is also observed in annual actual

evapotranspiration (ann_AET), because lack of precipitation led to small actual

evapotranspiration (figure S3D; Data S1E). The root hair development is an import

strategy for resistance to extreme drought [214-216]. Our results also revealed that

SNPs in TOR, a key gene for growth of multiple organs including root, are strongly

correlated with actual evapotranspiration, which integrates multiple pathways such as

nutrient, energy, hormone, growth factor, and environmental inputs, controlling cell

proliferation, growth, and metabolism [184, 217, 218]. Glucose and light/auxin act as

upstream signals to precisely regulate the activity of TOR kinase through different

pathways to regulate the activity of plant root meristems [183, 184]. And a new study

shows the evolution of gravitropism and growth habit regulated by auxins in sand

(erect) and rocky (prostrate) land [219]. Interestingly, in S. chilense we also found

contrasting growth habits, especially between coastal (prostrate) and highland (erect)

populations. This is also related to the differentiation and direction of the root system.

We also found that some genes are related to cell homeostasis in the same network

as for root hair development, suggesting that maintaining cell homeostasis may also

be one of the strategies for survival under extreme drought conditions. And cell

homeostasis is also necessary for the survival of plants under salt stress [220, 221].

The habitats of the south-coast populations are also characterized by salt stress. The
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cytochrome P450 monooxygenase (CYP90A1 or CPD) under selection and found in

the network of root development detected in LA1963 (Figure 11C) is an essential

gene for homeostasis of brassinosteroids (BRs) and normal growth and development

in higher plants [222]. CYP90A1 can maintain BR homeostasis through feedback

expressions [223, 224] and showed differential expression under salt stress in S.

chilense in previous study [77].
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4 Evolution of gene networks involved in
drought tolerance
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4.1 Materials and Methods

4.1.1 Acquisition of transcriptome data and processing of the sequencing reads

Transcriptome sequence data were obtained from Saida Sharifova’s experiment of

drought stress [151]. Seeds of population LA1963 of S. chilense were sown and

grown in controlled conditions for 23 days (22℃day/20℃ night, 16h light/8h dark

photoperiod). On the 24th days, all plants were separated into two groups. First group

of plants were maintained under normal watering condition, second group of plants

were imposed water stress. Then the new leaves and shoot apices were selected for

RNA extraction (the details were describe in [151]). Finally, 16 samples were

sequenced on Illumina HiSeq4000.

The adapters were removed from raw reads by two consecutive rounds using BBDuk

in BBTools v38.90 [225]. Two sets of parameters were used in two rounds

respectively: first round ‘ktrim=r k=21 mink=11 hdist=2 tpe tbo minlength=21

trimpolya=4’; second round ‘ktrim=r k=19 mink=9 hdist=1 tpe tbo minlength=21

trimpolya=4’. Then Low-quality reads were also removed with BBDuk using

parameters ‘k=31 hdist=1 qtrim=lr trimq=10 maq=12 minlength=21 maxns=5

ziplevel=5’. The clean reads of each sample were mapped to reference genome using

BBMap in BBTools. The SAM files were then converted and sorted to BAM files using

Samtools v1.11 [115]. The number of reads were mapped to each gene were counted

via featureCounts v2.0.1 in each sample [127]. To eliminate the differences between

samples, the gene expression level was normalized using the TPM (Transcripts Per

Kilobase Million) method (Wagner 2012).

In addition, 5 whole-genome sequence data of population LA1963 were used to

perform analysis of population genetics. The processing of the sequencing reads

used same pipeline with last chapter, but used new reference of S. chilense

assembled using population LA3111 by Gustavo Silva.
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4.1.2 Relationship analysis of samples

The relationships among samples were performed using TPM values. The correlation

coefficient between two samples was calculated to evaluate repeatability between

samples using Pearson’s test. Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed

using the plotPCA () function in DESeq2 R package[226].

4.1.3 Identification of differentially expressed genes

Differential expression analysis of groups among the different conditions and tissues

was performed using the DESeq2 R package. The raw read counts from

featureCounts [227] were inputted to detect DEGs. The P-value ≤ 0.001, the absolute

value of log2FoldChange ≥ 1 and a false discovery rate-adjusted P ≤ 0.001 were

classified as differentially expressed genes.

4.1.4 Weighted gene correlation network analysis

To identify the gene co-expression networks, weighted gene correlation network

analysis (WGCNA) was constructed using TPM values to identify specific modules of

co-expressed genes associated with drought stress [228]. We first checked for genes

and samples with too many missing values using goodSamplesGenes() function in

WGCNA R package. We removed then the offending genes (the last statement

returns ‘FALSE’). To construct an approximate scale-free network, a soft thresholding

power of 5 was used to calculate adjacency matrix for a signed co-expression network.

Topological overlap matrix (TOM) and dynamic-cut tree algorithm were used to

extract network modules. We used a minimum module size of 30 genes for the initial

network construction and merged similar modules exhibiting >75% similarity. To

discover modules of significantly drought-related, module eigengenes were used to

calculate correlation with samples.
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4.1.5 Identification of transcript factor families and transcript factor binding

sites

The protein sequences were obtained applying an open source program GffRead

(https://github.com/gpertea/gffread) and were used to identify TF families using online

tool PlantTFDB v5.0 [229]. Furthermore, the upstream 2000 bp sequences of the

transcription start sites (TSS) were extracted as the gene promoter from the reference

genome to detect TFBS. The TFBS dataset of relative species S. pennellii was also

downloaded from Plant Transcriptional Regulatory Map (PlantRegMap,

http://plantregmap.gao-lab.org/) as background of TFBS identification [230]. Then, the

TFBS of S. chilense was identified using FIMO program in motif-based sequence

analysis tools MEME Suit v5.3.2 [231]. The TFBS was extracted with p < 1e-5 and q <

0.01.

4.1.6 Construction of phylostratigraphic map

We performed phylostratigraphic analysis based on the following steps. First, the

phylostrata (PS) was defined according to the full linkage of S. chilense from NCBI

taxonomy database. The similar PS was merged and finally 18 PS were generated

(Figure 3A). Second, the protein sequences were blast to database of nr

(non-redundant) proteins downloaded from NCBI

(https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/db/) with a minimum length of 30 amino acids and

an E-value below 10-6 using blastp v2.9.0 [232]. Third, each gene was assigned to its

PS by the following criterion. If no blast hit or only one hit of S. chilense with an

E-value below 10-6was identified, we assigned the gene to the youngest PS18. When

multiple blast hits were identified, we computed lowest common ancestor (LCA) for

multiple hits using TaxonKit v0.8.0 [233] and then assigned LCA to specific PS.

4.1.7 Construction of divergence map

https://github.com/gpertea/gffread
http://plantregmap.gao-lab.org/
https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/db/
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We performed divergence stratigraphy analysis to construct sequence divergence

map of S. chilense using function divergence_stratigraphy() of R package ‘orthologr’

[64] following the steps below. First, the coding sequences for each gene of S.

chilense and S. pennellii (NCBI assembly SPENNV200) were extracted from their

reference and annotation file. Second, we identified orthologous gene pairs of both

species by choosing the best blast hit for each gene using blastp v2.9.0 [232]. We

only considered a gene pair orthologous when the best hit has an E-value below 10-6,

the gene pair is considered orthologous; otherwise, it is discarded. Third, codon

alignments of the orthologous gene pairs were performed using PAL2NAL [234]. Then,

Ka/Ks values of the codon alignments were calculated using Comeron’s method [235].

Fourth, all genes were sorted according to Ka/Ks values into discrete deciles, which

are called divergence stratum (DS).

4.1.8 Estimation of transcriptome age index and transcriptome divergence

index

Domazet-Lošo and Tautz introduced TAI that represents a weighted arithmetic mean

of the transcriptome age over all PS using gene expression intensities in different

transcriptomes [60]. Analogous to the TAI measure, the TDI was introduced as a

measure of average transcriptome divergence and selection pressure in the

corresponding sample [61]. Here, we calculate TAI and TDI profiles in different

samples using PlotSignature() function of the ‘myTAI’ R package and the flat line test

was used to estimate statistical significance.

4.1.9 Population genetics analysis

The neucleotide diversity and Tajima’s D of population LA963 were calculated using

same method with previous analysis (see methods in chapter 3).

4.1.10 Comparative genomic analyses
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We identified gene families/clusters between the S. chilense and five other plant

species, including S. pennellii, S. lycopersicum, S. lycopersicoides, S. tuberosum and

Capsicum annuum. The time tree described divergence times among them was

directly retrieved from TimeTree database [236]. First, all protein sequences from six

species were aligned pairwise using blastp v2.9.0 [232]. Then, the gene families were

clustered using mcl v14.137 based on Markov Cluster Algorithm (MCL) method by

default parameters [237], and counted number of genes to specific species for each

gene family. The input of mcl was generated using mcxload program in mcl tools.

CAFE v4.2.1 was used to investigate the dynamic expansion and contraction of gene

families by same lambda value [238].

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Overall transcriptome and whole-genome sequencing data

We analysed transcriptome and whole-genome sequencing data from 16 and 5

samples of population LA1963, respectively. The 16 transcriptome libraries were

constructed and named as follows: leaves under control (or normal) condition (CL-A

to D), shoot apices under control condition (CSA-E to H), leaves under drought

condition (DL-I to L), shoot apices under drought condition (DSA-M to P). A total of

27,832 genes were identified to express in 16 libraries (Data S2A), of which 1,536

genes were differentially expressed in drought condition and 1,767 genes were

differentially expressed in control condition (Data S2A). The SNPs were also identified

from whole-genome sequencing data, and a total of 17,589,185 high-quality SNPs

passed filtering to perform population genetics analysis.
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Figure 14. The Relationship of RNA-seq samples. (A) Principal components analysis reveal strong

clustering associated with conditions. (B) Heatmap plot o fPearson’s correlation coefficient among

samples reveal exact drought specificity.

In order to evaluate the relationship between samples, principal components

analysis using gene expression profiles revealed strong clustering associated with

conditions (Figure 14A). PC1 accounted for 79% and separated the libraries from the

two conditions, indicating completely different transcriptomes between drought and

control conditions. In addition, samples of different tissues also were separated by

PC2 (accounting for 15% of the variance) and suggesting tissue tranascriptome

specificity between leaf and shoot apex. Similarly, the libraries transcriptome similarity

analysis revealed that the watering condition explains the major differences between

treatments (Figure 14B, Pearson’s test). Therefore, we focus on comparing the

transcriptome of two conditions in this study.

4.2.2 Identification of gene networks to drought tolerance

To obtain reliable gene networks for drought response of S. chilense, differential

expression analysis and weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA)

were performed. First, three sets of differential expression genes (DEGs) were

identified from the three comparison groups (8 control versus 8 drought, each

consisting of four leaves and four plant apices) (Figure 15A, Data S2B, fold change >

2, P < 0.01). A total of 4,905 DEGs were identified in three comparison groups, of

which 2,484 DEGs (1,235 up-regulated expression and 1,249 down-regulated
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expressions in drought condition) were shared in all comparison groups (Figure 15B).

We deduce that these shared DEGs correspond to functionaly drought responsive

network.

Second, 16,181 genes after filtering (see methods) were used in WGCNA, and

clustered into 7 co-expression modules named by different colors, with module sizes

183 to 5,364 (Figure 15C, Data S2B). The relationships among modules can be find in

Figure S4. Here, we don't directly use DEGs in WGCNA suggested by developer of

WGCNA. WGCNA is an unsupervised analysis method, DEGs will lead to a set of

correelated genes that will essential from single module and completely invalidate the

scale-free topology assumption, so choosing soft thresholding power by scale-free

topology fit will fail. Of these modules, the blue module (3,852 genes) shows

significantly positive correlation with control condition and negative correlation with

drought condition (Figure 15C, Kendall's test, P < 2.2e-11). In contrast, the turquoise

module (5,364 genes) is significantly positively correlated with drought condition and

negatively correlated with control condition (Figure 15C, Kendall's test, P < 2.34e-13).

In addition, the genes within blue and turquoise modules were observed higher

connectivity than other modules ((Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P < 2.24e-27)), indicating

a closer co-expression relationship among genes within module related to drought

tolerance (Figure 16A).
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Figure 15. Identification of drought-response networks. (A) DEGs identified from three comparison

groups from left to right: 8 control versus 8 drought samples, 4 control leaves versus 4 drought leaves, 4

control shoot apices versus 4 drought shoot apices. Red indicates upregulated genes, and green

indicates downregulated genes between control and drought samples. (B) Venn diagram show 2,484

conserved DEGs in three comparison groups. (C) The correlation between samples expression patterns

with eight modules.

Table 2 Shared genes between gene sets of DEGs and modules.

Gene set of DEGs red (474b) blue (3,852) yellow (1,557) turquoise (5364) brown (3,666) green (774) black (183)

Drought vs Control (all samples: 4,012a) 6c 1,812 113 1,660 90 0 0

Drought vs Control (leaf: 3,692) 49 1,760 112 1,440 200 16 0

Drought vs Control (shoot apex: 3,367) 22 1,487 150 1,457 11 0 5

Drought vs Control (total: 4,905) 56 2,101 192 1,947 225 16 5

Drought vs Control (overlaps: 2,484) 4 1,223 70 1,079 67 0 0

aNumber of genes in different DEGs sets; bnumber of genes in different co-expressed modules; cnumber

of shared genes between DEGs sets and modules.
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Figure 16. The connectivity of different co-expressed modules. (A) Intramodular connectivity measures

(KIM) within module show connection or co-expression of a given gene with respect to the genes of a

particular module. (B) The relative connectivity of reconstructive sub-blue and sub-turquoise network.

The values were calculated as KIM divided by number of genes within specific module.

We checked also the overlaps between DEGs and modules to confirm that blue

and turquoise modules are associated with drought stress in S. chilense (Table 2).

DEGs shared more genes with blue and turquoise modules than other modules.

Almost all shared DEGs (2,302 genes) are overlapped with genes in blue and

turquoise modules. This indicates that blue and turquoise modules are two sets of

co-expressed drought stress responsive genes. The shared DEGs and module genes

were extracted to two subsets from blue and turquoise, 1,223 and 1,079 genes,

respectively.
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Table 3 Summary of TFs and TFBSs in two networks

TF family

sub-blue sub-turquoise

TF TFBS TF TFBS

BBR-BPC 2 45

bHLH 5a 1b 9 3

bZIP 8 15

C2H2 1 28

Dof 1 90 2 361

E2F/DP 2 3

ERF 2 40 6 158

FAR1 1 1

GATA 1 11 1 30

GRAS 1 39 3 147

HSF 8 1

LBD 1 23

MIKC_MADS 1 32

MYB 3 54 6 37

MYB_related 1 5

NAC 1 2

TALE 1 410 3 33

TCP 4 10

Trihelix 4 7

aNumber of TFs belong to specific TF family; bnumber of genes detected TFBS binding to specific TF in

promoter regions.

To construct regulatory relationships among genes, we investigated

transcription factors (TFs) and transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) for the two

subsets (Table 3). Then, we extracted genes that have regulatory relationships in

Table 3 from two subsets, named as sub-blue (686 genes) and sub-turquoise (948

genes), respectively (Data S2C). The sub-blue and sub-turquoise networks not only

show differential expression and co-expression patterns but also can bind with each

other to regulatory elements at the sequence level. Finally, the co-expression network

was reconstructed using the same steps for genes in sub-blue and sub-turquoise

networks. Higher connectivity was observed in sub-turquoise networks (Figure 16B),

suggesting a closer regulatory relationship among genes in sub-turquoise than
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sub-blue networks. This may be due to more complex TF/TFBS relationships and

functions in sub-turquoise networks (Table 3; Table S7).

4.2.3 Functional enrichment analysis of drought-response networks

Although the down-regulated sub-blue is completely different from up-regulated

sub-turquoise at the expression level, do they also show functional differences? The

functional enrichment revealed that sub-blue network was significantly enriched in

biological processes of cell cycle and regulation related processes, including

replication and modification of genetic information, ribosome production and

assembly, cytoskeleton organization, among others (Figure 17A; Table S7).

Conversely, the sub-turquoise network enriched biological processes related to

response of physiological and metabolic processes to water shortage and heat,

including some metabolic processes, signal pathway, changes of stomata and cuticle,

among other processes (Figure 17A; Table S7). The difference of function also

determines that genes in two sub-networks work in different cellular compartments.

Consistent with the biological process, sub-blue network is mainly enriched in

components in the nucleus, including nucleolus, chromosome, nuclear envelope, and

is enriched in the ribosome (Figure 17B; Table S8). These cellular components are

the center of cell division. The sub-turquoise network is enriched in metabolism

related to complexes and membrane structures in the cell. While sub-blue is

concentrated in the nucleus, sub-turquoise shows scattered functions in the different

cellular compartments. The functional analysis indicated consistency with previous

studies of different species that also strong conservation across species in

drought-response networks [69, 76]. In addition, the regulation of metabolic and cell

cycle processes are the two main strategies for drought response in S. chilense. In

the following, we refer to sub-blue as the cell-cycle network and sub-turquoise as

the metabolic network.
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Figure 17. Gene ontology terms enrichment in two drought-response networks, respectively. (A) Top 20

terms of biological process. (B) Top 20 terms of cellular component. The results show two strategies of

drought response related to processes of cell cycle and fundamental metabolism in sub-blue and

sub-turquoise networks, respectively.

4.2.4 Evolutionary age of drought responsive gene networks in S. chilense

Two typical conserved networks were identified as being related to metabolic and cell

cycle processes, respectively (Figure 17). Phylostratigraphic analyses can help us to

understand the evolutionary period and origin of drought-response genes. We

constructed phylostratigraphic maps for cell-cycle and metabolic networks,

summarizing the gene emergence in 18 stages of evolution or phylostrata (PS) from

PS1 representing the emergence oldest genes (cellular organisms) to PS18 genes

originating in S. chilense, with no homologue in any other species (Figure 18A and

18B, Data S2D). Most genes in the two analyzed networks were assigned to three

main PS, Cellular organisms (PS1), Embryophyta (PS5) and Magnoliopsida (PS8).

This suggests that two drought-response gene networks have ancient origin and

maintain higher conservation. Additionally, this result indicates that most

drought-response pathways could result as exaptations from gene networks formerly

involved in core cell process (PS1) and reproductive organ differentiation (PS8).
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However, they also show that there is a set of conserved genes specifically related to

drought response emerged during the first colonization of plants on land (PS5).

Moreover, the cell-cycle network shows older origin with more genes emergence

during the PS1-3, while metabolic network present more a larger proportion of genes

originated in PS8 (Figure 18A and 18B). Under drought conditions, cell-cycle network

genes are down-regulated for almost all PS and up-regulated in the metabolic network

(Figure 19).
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Figure 18. Transcriptome age profiles for two networks. (A) Phylostratigraphic map for two

networks.Numbers in parentheses denote the number of genes assigned to each phylostratum (PS) in

sub-blue and sub-turquoise network, respectively. (B) Gene ratio in each PS for two networks. (C) TAI

profiles of two networks across samples. (D) TAI contributions split according to different PS for sub-blue

network. (E) TAI contributions split according to different PS for sub-turquoise network. Sub-blue denotes

cell-cycle network and sub-turquoise denotes metabolic network, same blow.
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Figure 19. Relative expression level of genes in different PS. (A) down-regulated in sub-blue(cell cycle)

network. (B) up-regulated in sub-turquoise (metabolic) network.
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To confirm our conjecture, the transcriptome ages of two networks were

estimated using TAI. The mean evolutionary ages of the transcriptomes were

significantly different among drought and control samples (Figure 18C, flat line test, P

< 0.05), the TAI profile would be a horizontal line if the same. As we expected, the

higher TAI was observed in drought samples, indicating that the drought-response

genes exhibit younger transcriptome age in drought samples. Moreover, TAI of the

metabolic network is significantly higher than cell-cycle network (Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test, P < 0.01), suggesting that transcriptome ages of the genes in cell-cycle network

are older than the metabolic network.

The contributions of the different PS to the TAI profiles also show notable

differences between the two networks analyzed (Figure 18D and 18E). Early

divergent genes (PS1 to PS7) are more constantly expressed in all conditions and

genes from PS1, PS5 and PS8 are remarkably important in the cell-cycle network,

whereas later-emerging genes (PS8 to PS18) contribute increasingly to the

differential pattern between control and drought samples, indicating that younger

drought-responsive genes are more specific expression under drought stress [60, 63].

The youngest genes PS18 have high contribution in the metabolic network, indicating

that younger drought-response genes are more specific expression under drought

stress.

4.2.5 Divergence of drought tolerance transcriptome in S. chilense

To assess evolutionary patterns in a more recent scale, we calculates the TDI. A total

of 10 divergence strata (DS) were constructed based on the sequence divergence

between S. chilense and S. pennellii by computing the Ka/Ks ratio (Figure 20, Data

S2D). First, the distributions of the Ka/Ks ratio showed that our drought-responsive

genes are under stronger purifying selection pressure, and purifying selection

pressure in the cell-cycle network (Ka/Ks = 0.277 ± 0.0138) stronger than in the

metabolic network (Ka/Ks = 0.329 ± 0.0115) (Figure 21A; Table 4). Higher TDI values
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were observed in transcriptome of drought samples (Figure 21B), suggesting

drought-responsive genes have more conserved expression in control samples,

whereas more variable transcriptomes are observed in drought samples. This result

displays that expression of our drought-responsive genes are more variable and

active expression in drought stress. According to the flat line test, we observed that

the TDI patterns of two networks deviate significantly from the horizontal line (flat line

test, P < 0.05), revealing that different selective pressures act on S. chilense

transcriptomes across conditions. Concordantly to TAI results, we found that

transcriptome of the metabolic network is more divergent than sub-blue networks

(Figure 21B, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P < 0.01). However, low TDI in the cell-cycle

network, but larger TDI difference between drought and control transcriptomes was

found, illustrating that regulation to cell cycle may be an original strategy for drought

stress, and tends to be fixed in the transcriptome, because conserved evolution and

purifying selection in the recent period. Changes of metabolic processes may be a

more rapid strategy to respond to drought stress.

Figure 20. Number of genes in different DS by Ka/Ks ratio from low to high for two networks.
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Figure 21. Transcriptome divergence profiles of gene networks. (A) Distribution of Ka/Ks ratio for two

networks. (B) TDI profiles of two networks across samples. (C) TDI contributions split according to

different divergent stratum (DS) for sub-blue (cell-cycle) network. (D) TDI contributions split according to

different DS for sub-turquoise (metabolic) network.

The contributions of low DS (low Ka/Ks in DS1 to DS5) in the cell-cycle network

(~ 50%) were larger than the metabolic networks (DS1 to DS5 about 30%), especially

in DS1 (lowest Ka/Ks rario, Figure 21C and 21D). This indicates that purifying

selection pressure is acting on genes of the cell-cycle network constraining further

changes. In contrast to the cell-cycle genes, metabolic networks show about 70%

contributions in high DS (higher Ka/Ks ratio in DS6 to DS10), especially in DS10

(highest Ka/Ks ratio), indicating genes in the metabolic network evolve under weaker
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purifying selection pressure than cell-cycle network.

The TAI profiles display evolutionary process over a long span of time along the

tree of life, while TDI profiles provide an estimation of sequence divergence and

selective pressure drafts in two networks. Based on the above analysis, the genes of

the cell-cycle network are evolutionary older and higher conserved, whereas genes in

the metabolic network are younger and more divergent and have higher evolutionary

potential in the future.

4.2.6 Population genetics analysis of drought-response networks

To analyze the highly divergent genes, specially new genes in S. chilense lacking

homologous genes in other species, we calculated nucleotide diversity (π) and

Tajima’s D to detect selection signals due to drought adaptation using whole-genome

sequencing data. Mean nucleotide diversity (π) of the cell-cycle network genes is

higher than the metabolic network (Figure 22A; Table 4), consistent with long-term

analysis of evolutionary age. In addition, we found that the π of the promoter regions

(upstream 2kb of transcription start site) is significantly higher than the gene regions

(Figure 22A; Table 4; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P < 0.01). This result can explain why

few TFs can bind to multiple genes in the regulatory network. TFs are highly

conservative, especially in regions of functional domains, but higher polymorphism of

TFBSs in the promoter can satisfy complex and diverse regulation to different

conditions. We did not find the difference in the promoter regions between two

networks (Figure 22A; Table 4). Additional indications of within species selective

pressure were obtained with Tajima’s D. The metabolic network genes show lower

values than cell-cycle network, indicating stronger positive selection pressure on

metabolic network than cell-cycle network either in the gene or the promoter regions

concordant with ongoing evolution of genes in metabolic network in recent time

(Figure 22B; Table 4). however, Tajima’s D is not correlated with Ka/Ks ratio (Figure

23A and 23B), displaying selections within S. chilense and across S. chilense - S.
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pennellii occur in different periods.

Figure 22. Statistics of population genetics. (A) Nucleotide diversity (π) of genes and promoters in two

networks. (B) Tajima’s D of genes and promoters in two networks.

Table 4 summary of statistics for two networks

Network

Tajima’s D Nucleotide diversity (π)

Ka/Ksgene promoter gene promoter

sub-blue -0.00653±0.000178 0.00936±0.000214 0.00786±0.000158 0.00976±0.000221 0.279±0.0138

sub-turquoise -0.0471±0.00256 -0.0201±0.00379 0.00696±0.000192 0.00973±0.000175 0.319±0.0115

Note: the values denote mean±standard error (SE).

We found a significant correlation between nucleotide diversity and

contributions of different DS (Figure 23C and 23D). In the cell-cycle network, the

contributions of different DS are significantly positively correlated with nucleotide

diversity (Figure 23C). This indicates that DS of high contribution to TDI profiles show

high nucleotide diversity. Therefore, sequence divergence of cell-cycle genes

occurred in an earlier period. In contrast with the cell-cycle network, a negative

correlation is observed between nucleotide diversity and contribution of each DS in

the metabolic network (Figure 23D). Hence DS of high contribution shows low

nucleotide diversity, and high contributions are observed in DS of high Ka/Ks ratio

under positive selection, especially in DS10. Therefore, these genes are more in line

with the characteristics of recent positive selection that leads to a more varied

transcriptome.
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Figure 23. (A) the correlation between Tajima’s D and Ka/Ks in sub-blue network. (B) the correlation

between Tajima’s D and Ka/Ks in sub-turquoise network. (C) the correlation between nucleotide diversity

and cumulative contributions of each DS in sub-blue network. (D) the correlation between nucleotide

diversity and cumulative contributions of each DS in sub-turquoise network.

The phylotratigraphic analysis identified 12 and 5 unique genes related to

drought tolerance in metabolic and cell-cycle networks in S. chilense, respectively

(Figure 18A; Table 5). Therefore, these genes have not been analyzed in the TDI

profiles, because their orthologous genes can’t be obtained from S. pennellii. In the

cell-cycle network, TFBSs of TALE (three amino acids loop extension) homeodomain

transcription factors were found in promoters of all 5 new drought-responsive genes,

indicating these genes can be regulated via TALE transcription factors. TALE also is

the most important transcription factor family in the cell-cycle network (410 genes

contain TALE TFBS; Table 3). TALE transcription factor family is involved in the

B D
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regulation of growth, differentiation and reproduction, which regulates a complex

network [239], indicating these five genes in the cell-cycle network also relate to

cell-cycle process. All five genes have negative Tajima’s D indicating difference with

old genes that are affected by purifying selection, then these new drought-responsive

genes related to cell cycle could be mainly subject to positive selection pressure in

recent time, and they can increase evolutionary potential of cell-cycle network

because old genes have been fixed in the drought transcriptome. The new 12 genes

in the metabolic network can bound to multiple transcription factors, due to genes in

the metabolic network are involved in diverse processes of fundamental metabolism

(Figure 17; Table S7). Below average connectivity was observed in ten genes,

indicating also multiple regulations occur in metabolic network. These new genes

show positive Tajima’s D, suggesting balancing selection occurs to maintain

diversified regulation in the metabolic network.

Table 5 Summary of new genes of two networks in S. chilense

Networks Genes TFBS π Tajima’s D

sub-turquoise Schil_g12233 GRAS 0.00864 0.50103

sub-turquoise Schil_g14997 MYB 0.01342 0.56276

sub-turquoise Schil_g15233 MYB 0.01743 0.23710

sub-turquoise Schil_g15353 Dof 0.01541 0.69798

sub-turquoise Schil_g17548 Dof 0.00363 -0.65064

sub-turquoise Schil_g17563 GRAS 0.00434 0.19820

sub-turquoise Schil_g22212 MYB 0.00535 1.05489

sub-turquoise Schil_g2223 Dof 0.00879 -0.55489

sub-turquoise Schil_g24009 GRAS 0.00663 0.63914

sub-turquoise Schil_g25994 ERF 0.00435 1.2801

sub-turquoise Schil_g32207 GRAS 0.01131 -0.28503

sub-turquoise Schil_g8855 ERF 0.01737 0.47923

sub-blue Schil_g1417 TALE 0.00979 -0.10906

sub-blue Schil_g15646 TALE 0.01104 -0.36042

sub-blue Schil_g16423 TALE 0.01256 -0.11033

sub-blue Schil_g22948 TALE 0.00508 -1.67724

sub-blue Schil_g34254 TALE 0.00490 -0.94322
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4.2.7 Drought-responsive genes under positive selection

The overlapped genes between drought-response networks and candidate genes in

selective sweeps were observed, 57 and 83 drought-responsive genes in cell-cycle

and metabolic networks under positive selection (Data S2E). This indicates that these

drought-response genes are important for local adaptation to drought environment

condition (Figure 2D). The lower nucleotide diversity (π) and Tajima’s D values are

observed in positive selection genes in metabolic than cell-cycle networks (Figure 24),

indicating that metabolic genes show more significant signature under positive

selection and highly evolutionary potential.

Figure 24. The statistics of drought-responsive genes under selective sweeps. (A) Nucleotide diversity

(π). (B) Tajima’s D.
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4.2.8 Evolution of Gene Family

Defining gene families evolving rapidly among flowering plants has been

advantageous in understanding the genomic bases underlying species adaptation

[240, 241]. In flowering plants, the expansion or contraction of gene families is an

important driver of lineage divergence and local adaptation [242, 243]. We

characterized gene families present in the two analyzed drought-response gene

networks that underwent significant changes and divergently evolved along different

branches (Figure 25). Our results show that 415 and 367 are present in the metabolic

and cell-cycle networks out of the 26,367 gene families inferred to be present in the

most recent common ancestor of the six studied plant species. Moreover, 152 and 66

(out of 697 and 565) gene families containing drought-responsive genes exhibited

significant expansion or contraction (P < 0.01) in the metabolic and cell-cycle network,

respectively. As we expected, four species (S.chilense, S. pennellii, S. lycopersicum,

S. lycopersicoides) are observed to have more expanded gene families than

contracted in the metabolic network, especially S.chilense and S. pennellii also

show stronger gene family expansion and the most rapidly evolving gene families

(Figure 25A). The ratio of gene gain/loss of S. chilense is highest, indicating that

drought-responsive gene families related to metabolic processes are currently

evolving. In contrast, more gene families in the cell-cycle network show contraction

and the gene loss rate higher than the gene gain rate in most species, except for S.

pennellii (Figure 25B) and the number of rapidly evolving gene families related the

cell-cycle network is far less than the metabolic network. This analysis also validates

our interpretations about the evolutionary age of transcriptome. The

drought-responsive genes related to metabolism network show younger evolutionary

than cell-cycle genes and have higher current dynamic evolution.
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Figure 25. Expansion and contraction of gene families among the six plant species related to the

metabolic network (A, sub-turquoise) and the cell-cycle network (B, sub-blue). Red numbers represent

the numbers of expanded (+) / contracted (-) / rapidly evolving gene families, blue numbers represent

gene gain/loss rates.

4.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we identified two drought response regulatory networks by analyzing

overall gene expression profiles of plants growing under control and drought

conditions, combining analysis of differential expression, gene co-expression network

inference and TF/TFBS prediction. Both networks are typical highly conservative

networks involving two clusters of biological processes: fundamental metabolism and

cell cycle, which also represents two main strategies for drought response [244, 245].

The organ development is roughly divided into cell proliferation and cell expansion,

being water deficit a limiting factor for both of them [246, 247]. Therefore, drought

stress reduces the activity of the cell cycle and slows down the growth and

development of plants. The down-regulated genes in cell-cycle network also indicate

that genes related to cell cycle are suppressed by drought stress to restrict growth of

S.chilense (Figure 19A). However, our speculations are mainly for the aboveground

tissues of S. chilense. Our previous study using genome scan reveals that genes

related to root hair differentiation under positive selection, and therefore

transcriptomes of the root system still need to be fully analyzed. The changes of

fundamental metabolism may be a more direct and passive drought-response

strategy for drought tolerance. Plant water shortage is first reflected in changes in
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metabolic processes, such as accelerating the catabolism of macromolecules to

regulate the penetration of tissues to maintain physiological water balance or slowing

down metabolism to reduce energy and water consumption [82, 248]. In addition, the

signal pathways in the metabolic network are also clearer way to respond to drought

stress in plants, for example, the abscisic acid (ABA) signaling pathway in metabolic

network is a proven pathway that regulates the response of plants to dehydration and

optimizes water utilization [249]. Although these two networks correspond to two

different strategies of drought response, they are not isolated, but interact with each

other. Water deprivation and heat will first change the metabolic processes and close

stomata, then cell cycle will be changed when long-term lack of water, and the

increased or decreased cell cycle will change the physiology and metabolism of the

plant again [82]. But drought-responsive strategies that regulate the cell cycle may be

activated later than metabolism processes, such as glucose metabolism early and

rapidly follow the drought stress, whereas the accumulation of amino acids necessary

for the cell cycle starts later than glucose metabolism in response to drought [250].

Difference with other genes in other plant originate in early period (PS1 to PS5)

in tree of life [64, 251], most drought-responsive genes were found in S. chilense

originated from the early to middle stages of the tree of life (PS1, PS2, PS5, PS8;

Figure 18A and 18B), which are consistent origin with abiotic stress associated genes

in Arabidopsis thaliana, including water, heat and salt stress related to drought stress

[252]. PS8 (flowering plants) is an important period to origin of drought-responsive

genes, indicating drought-response networks can be extremely expanded in this

period. And the formation and expansion of flowering plants have greatly enriched the

drought-response networks [253], and this situation also was observed in maize [254].

Therefore, we suggest that two drought-responsive networks occur in the formation of

land species and expand in period of flowering plants formation. We calculated the

transcriptome age of drought-responsive genes and found that transcriptomes of

drought samples are much younger than those normal samples (Figure 18C).

However, the pattern of TAI profiles in this study show also difference with TAI profiles
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of developmental stages. TAI profiles in embryogenesis stages exhibit ‘hourglass

pattern’ and this is also earliest discovery to apply TAI analysis [60, 63, 64]. Whereas

the TAI profiles in the same condition remain stable, and similar with TAI profiles in

different tissues [254], that is same transcriptome age in same conditions, and then

rapidly increased under drought conditions. We call this TAI pattern as the ‘ladder

pattern’, and same pattern is observed in TDI profiles (Figure 21B). This may be a

specific pattern in transcriptomes age of comparative differently environmental stress.

Although both networks exhibit similar TAI and TDI patterns, transcriptome age

of metabolic network is younger than cell-cycle network. In addition to differences in

the origin of genes in two networks, the evolution of the transcriptome expression

profile is also a key factor [255-257]. In cell-cycle network, the TAI profile is almost

entirely contributed by older phylostrata (PS1 to PS8), but new genes contribute about

20% to TAI profile in metabolic network. This indicates expression of genes in

cell-cycle network has been fixed drought transcriptopme experienced adaptive

changes in expression to drought environment [256]. Stronger evidence is in the TDI

profiles, conserved genes are more contributed for TDI profiles in cell-cycle networks

and adaptive changes in expression to drought environment (higher TDI difference

between control and drought transcriptomes, Figure 21B). Whereas

drought-responsive genes related to fundamental metabolism are unstable in

expression when responding to drought stress, and this strategy may trend to respond

to the initial stages of water scarcity [258]. Expression of genes in metabolic network

is not completely fixed in the drought transcriptome and because these basic

metabolic processes are also involved in many other response processes, such as

ABA pathway regulates multiple response processes to stresses [259, 260].

Furthermore, more divergent transcriptomes in drought samples illustrate

drought-response genes are divergent expression between drought and normal

samples (Figure 21A). The drought-response genes related to fundamental

metabolism are more divergent than genes related to cell cycle. This indicates that
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divergent expression is more active for the metabolic genes than cell cycle genes,

and the sequence divergence is also one of the driving forces for new gene origination

because it likely facilitates the reshape genome and introduces new features to the

genome [261]. This also supports the genes related to fundamental metabolism are

younger than cell cycle genes, and there are more new genes in the metabolic than

cell cycle networks. However, the difference of transcriptome divergence between

drought and normal conditions in the cell-cycle network is much higher than in the

metabolic network, and low DS showed higher contribution in the cell-cycle network.

This suggests that genes related to cell cycle are higher conserved and suffer

stronger purifying selection than genes related to metabolic genes in recent times.

Combining analysis of nucleotide diversity and gene family, we speculate that

drought-responsive genes related to cell cycle have sequence divergence and

selection occurred in an earlier period, and they suffer strict purify selection and

contraction of the gene family. However, genes in the metabolic network show an

indication of positive selection in the recent period, and more variable expression in

the drought transcriptome. And the sequence divergence is also one of the driving

forces for new gene origination because it likely facilitates the reshape genome and

introduces new features to the genome [261]. This also supports the genes related to

fundamental metabolism are younger than cell cycle genes, and there are more new

genes in the metabolic than cell cycle networks.

The gene families in metabolic network are significantly expanded and rapidly

evolved, but contracted in cell-cycle network. Therefore, we conjecture

drought-responsive genes in the metabolic network manifest greater evolutionary

potential in the future. In addition, some new drought-responsive genes are detected

in both networks and show different trends of evolution. They are drought genes

unique to S. chilense, and maybe to arise adaptability to unique habitats. In addition,

we found a lot of drought-responsive genes shared with candidate genes under

positive sweeps. This indicates that drought stress is an important signature of local
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adaptation in S. chilense. These genes may be also ‘hitchhiking’ in the evolution of

gene expression. The rest drought-responsive genes also help us to expand the

genetic network for drought response.

In this study, we identify two regulatory networks to drought tolerance and

estimate their evolution processes. Two networks correspond to two typical

drought-response strategies related to the cell cycle and fundamental metabolic

processes, respectively. Drought-responsive genes in drought transcriptome are

evolutionary younger and more divergent than control transcriptome. And the younger

and more variable transcriptome is observed in the network of fundamental

metabolism than cell-cycle. Gene families are expanded and contracted in the

metabolic and cell-cycle networks, respectively. Therefore, genes in the metabolic

network are the preferentially responded to drought. The drought-response strategy of

cell cycle originates earlier and has been fixed in drought transcriptome. But some

new genes in the cell-cycle network may make up for the lack of evolutionary

potential.
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5.1 General discussion

5.1.1 Discussion of results

Polygenic adaptation is likely a general feature of adaptation of all species. Several

methods to detect such positive selection can well reveal its genetic and evolutionary

basis, helping researchers to quickly locate the target regions in the genome related

to divergence, colonization and expansion of species along changing environmental

conditions [15, 47, 50, 51, 57, 58]. Genome-wide scans have fully exposed positive

selection driving local adaptation of populations in different species [16, 54, 55, 262].

This positive selection disproportionately targets specific regulatory regions in the

genome, hinting for an important role of gene regulatory networks in evolution [27].

However, these methods of genome scans show also some limitations discussed in

recent articles [263-265]. The development of systems biology, especially gene

regulatory networks, provides a more intuitive way to visualize how gene networks

respond to environmental changes [27, 266-268]. Therefore, this thesis integrates

genome scans and gene regulatory networks to obtain a more comprehensive

understanding for local adaptation of S. chilense. There is some recent advances in

population genetics theory which extend positive selection theory into a polygenic

selection framework [34, 269]. In a nutshell strong positive selection generating

selective sweeps is one occurrence of polygenic models, along with soft or incomplete

sweeps which are much more difficult to detect in genomic data. In this thesis it is

assumed that our selective sweeps do occur within a polygenic selection framework

and represent a subset of the selection for a given adaptation.

The analysis of genome scans associated with climatic data illustrate that an

intermingled model of local spatial adaptation to novel habitats and temporal

adaptation to changing climatic conditions. Further, reconstruction of niche model

using climatic data from different periods allows for separate the underpinnings of the

local and temporal adaptation. The age of sweeps spans about 150 kya and sweeps
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restricted bursts in each of the five past climatic periods (see chapter 3, Figure 8).

Contrary to our expectations, although the south populations were established later in

new habitats, especially for south-highland populations, a large number of old sweeps

were still are observed in these populations. This also indicates that positive polygenic

adaptation is a complex process involving several discrete adaptive steps. In this

thesis, we conclude that the characteristics of local adaptation in S. chilense includes:

(1) the spatial and temporal adaptation proceeding simultaneously, and affecting each

other in the same climatic period; (2) selective sweeps may be inherited from the

ancestral population, and can be detected for short or long time period, this is also

one of the reasons why a large number of older sweeps are identified in

south-highland population; (3) the strong gene-flow increases genetic exchange may

result in an early pre-adaptation to future climate changes and to new niches/habitats

available in future climatic periods; (4) the selective sweeps are repeatable and can

be correlated to climatic changes. In other words, when S. chilense colonizing new

habitats faces climatic conditions to which it has adapted before, adaptation occurs in

the same adaptive gene network a further fine tuning.

The extreme drought is the most significant and widespread stress in the

habitats of most S. chilense populations, especially when compared to other tomato

species which have more northern distribution in less arid areas of South-America [93,

96]. Two gene regulatory networks are identified as responding to drought stress.

They show different evolutionary ages and transcriptome conservation (Figure 18 and

Figure 21). Of the two networks, we find that genes in metabolic network are younger

and show variable expression in drought condition and preferentially responded to

drought stress. This may indicates that across different evolutionary periods of the

tree of life, different strategies to cope with drought stress are adopted [270, 271]. We

speculate that over the long-term evolution, drought-response genes in cell-cycle

network tend to adaptation in response to long-time drought stress, whereas

metabolic regulation are more likely to be an immediate strategy to water shortages

[78, 81, 82, 250, 272]. Or these two strategies correspond to an old ancestral
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unicellular response to drought stress, while the second metabolic is a response to a

physiological stress in a multicellular organism such as flowering plants.

We suggest that drought-responded strategies of cell cycle and metabolism

form part of the network of local adaptation, because we observed also many positive

selection genes in drought-response networks and show typical signatures of positive

selection (Figure 24). But positive selection genes in two networks show different

strength of positive selection and evolutionary ages are also different, indicating

spatial and temporal adaptation of gene network regulation involved in multiple steps

and periods. The positive selection genes in different networks burst out in different

periods and show different strength of positive selection. Therefore, we suggest that

this phenomenon is caused by a temporal adaptation to a moving environmental

optimum. The different strength of positive selection in gene networks at different

periods are consistent with polygenic selection model of adaptation to a moving

optimum [19, 21, 22, 33].

With understanding of the evolution of organisms, modern molecular evolution

studies usually correlate the appearance of genes and gene families with the

appearance of biological pathways and morphological characteristics related to local

adaptation. Therefore, the gene network structures or the co-option of gene networks

to novel habitats provide a new solution for studies of local adaptation [27, 76, 273,

274]. We suggest that gene networks (modules) in this thesis are conserved among

different higher plants, and this is one of the basic characteristics of the regulatory

network [69-71]. For example, abscisic acid (ABA) pathway in our metabolic network

was also widely reported in multiple model plants and crops to respond to drought

stress [207, 214, 259, 260]. The many genes (FLC, FT, FD etc. in Figure11) in the

flowering regulated network responding to low temperature and circadian rhythm were

also reported in many flowering plants, including Arabidopsis sp., tobacco, rice, wheat,

etc [177, 178, 275-280]. These genes continue to evolve in addition to maintaining

basic core functions leading to duplication of gene modules by neofunctionalization
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[75]. Gene regulatory network is composed of many different local sub-networks that

relate to different pathways. The multiple single gene duplications (SGDs) is the main

form of module duplication followed by genome duplication [75, 281]. A recent study

illustrated the conservation and duplication of modules associated with regulation of

plant growth and development [75]. The modules found are similar to ours, including

the cell-cycle network (chapter 4) and shared some key genes with our list, such as

some transcription factors (bZIP and MYB). This indicates that an investigation of

local module duplication can give indication about the mechanism of network

evolution.

5.1.2 Perspectives

In this work we used two types of resources: genome data and transcriptomics. I will

discuss the limitations and perspectives on how to improve the current results and

future hypotheses to be tested first based on genomic data, second on transcriptomic

data and finally on additional experiments that can be preformed.

First, we obtained selective sweeps from smaller sample size (six

representative populations of different geographic regions, with five diploid plants per

population). This requires us to have a stringent detection threshold to increase the

credibility of the results (just like our results). Therefore, we want to decrease the rate

of false positives, at the cost of sacrificing some positive selection sweeps and

missing some genes in the gene networks (Figure 11). Therefore, we still look forward

to a larger-scale whole-genome sequencing project, preferably including all

populations in the TGRC. Then a sample of more representative populations based

on population structure analysis can be selected to reduce false negatives, thereby

completing the detection of genes under positive selection related to local adaptation.

Moreover, the larger sample size also facilitates the analysis of the

genotype-environment associations [163]. We have also recently assembled a new

complete reference genome of S. chilense (used in chapter 4), which will also help us
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obtain more accurate annotation information in the sweep regions. In addition, the

habitats of S. chilense are mixed with other relative wild tomato species, such as S.

peruvianum, S. pennellii etc. A comparative analysis of genetic bases for local

adaptation to same habitat in different wild tomato species would be great and likely

meaningful. I do not think for the problem at hand of local adaptation that it is

necessary to perform PacBio sequencing. One issue is the accuracy SNP calling in a

highly heterozygous genome. As the genetic research on S. chilense is still young and

high quylity reference genome is still misisng, the high error rate of sequencing has

not been resolved in PacBio sequencing and would still need next-generation

sequencing to correct SNP calls [282]. However, PacBio and long read sequencing

data can help to resolve part of the current genome assembly which are not accurate

such as gene duplication or inversions.

Second, the combination of genomics and transcriptomics is still a suitable

solution for polygenic adaptation research. We obtained evolution of gene networks

responding to drought conditions. But the sequenced samples focus on leaves and

shoot apex, and the results from sweeps show gene network related to differentiation

of root hair and homeostasis of root cell (Figure 11C). We expect an opposite result

from the analysis of root transcriptomic regarding the cell-cycle network, because the

aerial tissues of plants stop growing, and the root system tends to accelerate cellular

differentiation [216, 283]. In addition, cold stress is also an important adaptive

signature in habitat of south-highland populations. The gene networks involved in cold

tolerance can also help us increase the diversity of polygenic adaptive networks,

however the study of has only limited amount of plants and statistical power to detect

all involved genes [107]. It is likely that with the new reference genome being

available, more transcriptomic data will be obtained in different conditions in the future,

allowing us to reveal more complete picture of local adaptation at the transcriptome

level.

From whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing data, we obtain adaptive
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gene networks related to complex environmental conditions. An important

downstream analysis for plant breeders is identification of key regulatory loci and

functional verification by experiments of molecular biology. Therefore, a genome-wide

association study (GWAS) would be an effective method to extract key loci related to

multiple adaptations of environments and traits. However, this requires the

sequencing and phenotyping of a large number of plants, especially in S. chilense

where the number of SNPs is very large and the linkage disequilibrium very small.

Besides, I will also continue the evolutionary analysis of gene networks based theory

of network evolution. Genome duplication will be a center for next study to local

expansions of gene networks using copy number variation analysis.

5.2 Conclusion

In this thesis, I have done a first step to decipher the genetic bases of local adaptation

in the wild tomato species Solanum chilense. We have shown first that correlate the

demographic history, allele frequencies in space and time, the age of selection events

and the reconstructed historical ecological distribution of the species over five main

climatic periods spanning 150,000 years. We find evidence for several selective

sweeps targeting regulatory networks involved in root hair development in low altitude,

and response to photoperiod and vernalization in high altitude populations. Second,

based on phenotyping the gene expression response to drought, we find two main

response networks regulating cell cycle and metabolic processes. These

drought-responsive genes originate from different periods in the tree of life (from

ancestral unicellular up to novel genes in this species) and show different evolutionary

ages and transcriptomic conservation. In a species with large effective population size

and which colonize different habitats around the Atacama desert, we find that

adaptation is a mutli-locus process involving many genes and several regulatory

networks. Furthermore, in Solanum chilense we can recover old ages of selection

showing that adaptation occurs by discrete time steps in a given sub-regulatory

network. New genes forming a metabolic network of adaptation to drought are also

found to have evolved newly only in this species, and these genes show signs of
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positive selection. Our results broadly support the polygenic adaptation model and

allow us to reveal the underlying genetic mechanisms underlying adaptation to arid

habitats in plants.
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